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LKTPODUCTION

In normal times the loss and damage to goods in transit from
inefficient containers Costs the American ptthlic several hundred thou,-
sand dollars a day. In addition to several million dollars paid
annually by the railroads for loss and damage claims due to faulty
shipping containors there are largo losses duo to the waste which camos
from inefficient packing, from incompetent handling, from inadecuate
transportation equipment, and from technical ignorance. Among the
losses that may be attributed to these causes are Such items as the
cost of material used in constructing packages that are too heavy or too
weak for efficient service, extra cost of manufacturing, assembling,
handling and pac..1,Ang, excessive cost of storage and transportation, as
well as losses due to failure of container or packing for which no claims

are paid. In addition, the receipt of merchandise in bad order is a
serious obstacle to developing and maintaining confidence and good. Till
between the dealer and consumer.

Until recently neither the manufacturers nor the users of
shipping containers paid much attention to design, The manufacturers
turned out containers, and then the shipping departments of the users
selected styles and packed their goods primarily for the purpose of sub-
mitting packages that the carriers would find acceptable. nether the
packages arrived at their destinations in good order interested the
shipper but little; he considered that matter the concern of the carrier.
In fact, shippers gave almost no attention at all to the -possibility of
increasing their own profits, first throuh improving the containers to
reduce weight and prevent loss ard damage, and second through lowering
packing and handling costs.

Nowadays a . good box is not just a box. It is an engineering
structure based on the results of extensive research in the laboratory
correlated with limited studios of the behavior of containers in ser-
vice. In order to relaize the possibilities of savings and of further
development in shioPing containers, it is necessary to have an under-
standing of past accomplishments.

The idea of improving boxes and at the same time reducing their
cost has been fostered by the Forest Products Laboratory where tests •of
many kinds have been developed for subjecting different types and designs
of containers to conditions that closely simulate actual service con-
ditions. The first systematic tests were made on wood containers for
the reason that wood was then the universal material. The primary

• purpose of those early investigations was to compare the merits of the
different species of wood for container service. The results damonstrated
that the nailing and other details of construction have a far greater
effect on the strength and serviceability of a box than the kind of wood
-used. The different species ued for containers were classified according
to their box-making qualities into four grolros, the woods within any one
of which may be used interchangeably, with or without mixing.
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Definite information was next obtained on the proper relation
between the thicknesses of box parts and tho number, kind, size, and
El-pacing of nails to prodlice-a.box well balanced in strength; the effect
on strength of different degrees of moisture content and changes in
moisture content; and the effect on strength of knots and other defects;
the value of various kinds and amounts of reinforcing; the effect of
various types of contents and methods of packing on the serviceability
of a box.

To aid the designer in making use of the information obtained
from these studies a number of formulas, rules, andgeneral instructions
based on engineering principles have been developed. 	 General specifi-

cations have boon drawn up that will serve as guides in designing what
may be called general-utility containers; that is, containers that give
good service for a loosel defined class of overage commodities shipped
under average conditions ,L-1 Although considerable savings can often be made
by using such containers, to pack most efficiently the designer must study
the specific requirements of his commodities and design the containers to
meet these particular conditions. To do this he must know the van )U5
conditions to which his particular packages will be subjected, he n-1,Lst
know to what extent the commodity requires different hinds of protetion,
and he must adjust the details of construction to best fit his specific
needs. Since the strength requirements of shipping containers are con-
tinually changing with changes in transportation and economic conditions,
the shipper, if he is to meet new conditions effectively and keep 1?) to
date with shipping practice, mast make a continuous study, developing his
packages in the same manner that he continuously develops his product.
Such a study, properly made , will nay high dividends.

The proper adjustment of all factors involved in designing
efficient containers requires the combined organized effort and close
cooperation of laboratories, manufacturers, shippers, carriers, and con-
sumers. Laboratory studies have advanced shipping-container design to
the point where for certain types of boxes the fundamental principles
are known and engineering formulas established, but because of the lack
of definite information on the requirements of service, it is seldom
possible to find the best design of container and tacking for a given
commodity. To do so would be like designing a bridge without a knowledge
of the loads to be carried.

3
Plaskett, C. A. Principles of Box and Crate Construction, U. S.

Dept. Agr. Tech. Dull. 171, 134 pp ., illus. 1930.
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SCOPE AIM PURPOSE

This publication presents a practical technic for studying'
damage to package goods in storage and transit so that the requirements
of service can be determined. A definite system for recording the de-
tailed information that is necessary for this pur pose is set forth.
Examples are given of the use of forms by means of which an individual
manufacturer or shipper may acquire information on the damage to his
package goods in service that will aid in redesigning the container, the
packing, or the commodity, or will indicate how to reduce the requirements
of the container by reducing the hazards of transportation. Through the
use of those forms the individual will not only obtain information that
will be of direct benefit in solving his own shipping problems, but he
will, if proper records are 17 -0-0t, .be acquiring information that can be
combined with surveys by others for pointing the way toward better load-
ing and handling and for solving other general problems.

It is the purpose of this publication to point out the great
Possibilities of effecting saving by the methods developed and here pre-
sented and the futility of a study without a well-planned and amply
detailed attack.

Tho information presented here may be used by the small as well
as the large manufacturer or shi pper. Railroads and other agencies that
handle and transport padkago goods  have already found the information ob-
tam/led through the use of the forms given here an aid in showing where
greater care ehould be exercised in handling shipments in order to pre-
vent loss and damage. In addition, the proper use of the forms will
result in more efficient containers and will therefore benefit the
ultimate congamer, because such containers help to make , available to him
commodities from distant points and because the cost of the container,
as well as loss and damage clai:T1s and unnecessary freight, are in the
long run borne by him.

17717T OPI r7N7	 Km" '-

The forms recommended here for recording the nature and cause
of damage to different types of ship ping containers were originally
based on a combination of Forest Products Laboratory box-description
and box-testing data sheets. To these were added such items regarding
shipping conditions as were considerod at the time to be pertinent.
From this beginning the forms have been developed under conditions of
actual use. Each form has boon tried out in recording and analyzing
data obtained by examining shipments of package goods at various
destinations and freight houses. The forms, as presented here, are
considered to be satisfactory for others to use in =king studies of
their own. They may be used as they are, or may be modified to suit
special requirements.
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The kind of container is the key to the forms. Three types of
forms, one for recording damage, another aplAyi,nt: to handling conditions,
and a third for a general tal ly shoot comprise a complete set.

An exElnination of the forms for the first time may create the
impression that they p rovide for much greater detail than is necessary.
However, any less degree of detail than is suggested by the forms on any
of the items that apply to the dvmage- being studied has been found to
render the analysis incomplete and usually unsatisfactory. In deciding
what information is ap licable and what is not, it is unwise for the
observer to depend on his judgment at the time the data are being
recorded, Much detail must be recorded, the need for which is not evi-
dent at the time, but without which many analyses would be impossible,-

DESCRIPTION OF FORMS

Form for Recording Damage

The form for recording damage has three main divisions termed
the shipment description, the lot description, and the nature and case
of damage. This form is so arranged that the information obplined cJn
be analyzed with or without the aid of statistical machines. 	 For
large surveys, tabulating cards and statistical machines are indi§ohr
sible. For small surveys the analysis can be made by hand. For conven-
ience in recording, the shipment description (form 1) and the lot
description (form 2) are arranged so that jointly they can be mimeographed
or printed to cover the two sides of a fall-sized letter page. Likewise,
the record of the nature and cause of damage (forms 3 and 4) is arranged
to cover the front and back of one sheet of paper of letter size.

Forms 1, 2, 3, and 4 for nailed wooden crates are illustrated
in figures 1, 2, 3, and 4. Forms for fiber boxes, nailed wooden boxes,
cleated plywood boxes, wire-bound crates, nailed wooden crates, hinged
corner crates, and wire-bound crates, are given in the appendix.

Statistical machines provide aflexible, rapid, and accurate means
of compiling. data. The machines now on the market comprise several unitS.
namely, the card, the punching machine, the sorting machine , and the
tabulating machine. The basic element used is the tabulating card Which
servos as a transcript record. By moans of the punching machine the
necessary data may be transferred from the original form to the tabulating
card. This machine records the information on the card by perforating
or punching circular or rectangular holes. By passing these punched

• cards through the sorting machine they -1:111 be arranged into numerical
sequence or other predetermined groupings.. Upon passing the punched
card through the tabulating machine there will be shown on various
counters the indicative information or classification, as well as the
totals for the various columns added.
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NAIL= WOOD= MAU -- ;lucent Liescriipt39R Porm 1

A.R.  4F gl Iiot No.
(1)(2)(3)(4)

Pro,). No.201-16  Car No.  ilofi 30 

„dae	 Date i a - 9- '3o 
City,

b124:14 ZL,,,,D_ 	 City
Numbe of transfers (6) 	(5) 	 S. 

Inspected at
Shipped by	
Consignee
Routing	 pi stance

SHIP-
(8)IM
1 Trap
2 L.C.L.
3 C.L.
4 Express
5 L.C.L.*
()ca.*
7 	
8 	
9

CHARACTER

(9)07 LOAD
1 Unit
2 Straight joint
3 Step joint
4 Staggered across
5 Interlocked
6 Combination

011ixed
Jumbled-Atati

9 	
(=Through load

2 Divided load
to the car. 3 One end only

DUNNAGE
(14) Bulkheads, etc.

0 None. ©Loose.
2 Nailed. 3 Braced.

Door strips 1
Wall lining 1
Floor cover 1

LOTTPE OF CAA
1 Refrigerator
2 Expressa Box
4 Auto or

furniture
5 	
6 Flat
7 Container
8 Truck
9 Track and

*More than one lot

SPACE IN CAR
WiPlIUMECTED
(12)Lewis

,d4,44/  inches
Where...aka/A*4j_

( 13) Sidewise
..7144,2) inches
Where. 	

1 Tumbled at doorway
2 Tumbled at end of car
3 Tumbled elsewhere
4 Resting against door
@)Partial top layer,

disheveled
6 Shifted	 inches
7 Apparently O.K.
8 	
9

(15)
(16)
(17)
(18) 0

/"X 4 "At-ot#4.di

CONDITION OF CAR
(19) °Floor rough 1
(20) Protruding parts:

©None. 1 Nails,
2 Bolts. 3 Fixtures.
4 Old blocking, etc.

(21) Defective parts:
1	 ©None. 1 	

(22) Condition of draft gears: 1 seated; @apparently O.K.; 3 not known.

(23) 0 No evidence of rough handling of c •
O gvidence of rough handling of car //       

Show position of
lots and condition

of load:      

LOT DESCRIPTION 1 Generaa

No. crates in lot_ LL, _	 No. of layers in this lot in car______4	
(24)(25) 26)(2'7)	 (28)

C04,10DIM Name (29)	 No. per crate (30) 	 1
(31) Stage of (Set up: (1 - in the rough)(2 - in the white)(3 - finished)
manufacture: (K.D. : (4 - in the rough)(5 - in the white) ,6 finished.)

(32)TYPE OF CONTAINER: (1 -	 1)- nailed wooden crate)
(33)STYLE: (1 - three-way corner) 0- box end (3 -	 )

(©- new) (2 - reused) (3 - reshipped) (4 - returnable)
SIZE OF CONTAINER; Inches: L SO	 it___/"......p Jrjr 	Gross wt. 	 JO

(Outside dimensions)	 (34)(35) (36)(37) (38)(39) 	 (40)(41)(42

(43)	 (0 - None)(1 -	 )(2 -	 )(

(44)-	 (0 - none)(1 -	 )(2 -	 )(

•

lbs.

•

1.--Sample shipment description for nailed wooden crates --
form 1.



SUSper.CS• ( ) 	 	 ( ) 1	 2 3 4	 5
(58) 	 	 (60)_____

REINFORCEM117: No.
Straps: Size	
Wires: Size

(64) 	 	 	 Position
Nails: Size
Kind

••n•••n•n

Spacing	
Staples

METHOD OF PACKING
i65)G .1E, NERAL 166)
0 None	 0

O Fastened	 1
2 Supported	 0
3 Held in p lace 3
4 Held (between)4

Boxed	 5
Blocked in	 6
Floated	 7

8
9

5
6
7
8.	

NAILED WOODEN CRATE -- 1,912f esziation (Continued)) -- Form 2

Description of parts and method of packing -- Lot No.
(1)(2)(3)(4)

SIZE AND NU43ER 012CMTEPARETC.
Name of	 Numbes_pf pieces Der face 
_part	 Thickness Width	 Ends	 Frpnt 	 Back 	 Tom	 _BatOm_
Edge pcs.(5) N	 (6)  2 	 (7) 	  (8)___Z___ (9) 2, 	 (10) 	
Struts (12) ,	 	 (13)8/11 ( 14)  3 	 (15) 6	 (16)  2 	 (17)  q 
Slats	 (19)  - 	 (20) - (21) -	 (22) 	 - 	 (23) 	  (24) 	  (25)
Diagonal braces (Also show arrangement on each face, as )( , \\, 	 , etc.):

	

Wood (26) //2,_ (27) 3/i. (28) ow (29)__1.___ (30) 0	 (31)__a	  (32) ,  o 
Metal (33)-(or dia.) _-

Sheathing(34):-
Susp.rcS.(35) 3/t  (36)_ 	 No.pcs. / Parallel toe, W, or D. of crate?
Skids	 No.pcs.__	 Ends: square or bevelled?
No. faces having: DIAGONAL BRACES (37) - / 	 , SHEATHING (38)__9

SkECIES OF WOOD: Frame (39)  s, ,/e  Sheathing (40)
	

Skids (41)	 --

NAILS OR OTHER FASTENINGS
Name of	 Kind of	 Size 	 No. in
_part	 nall_etc. Length cGage each end
Edge Pcs •	 _Lac_  /4	 z I- 3

(42)	 (43)	 (44)

Eartsna.i. Not
Qutside Inside, all

kize Face E g alike
(45) 1	 2 3 4 0

End
grain

6

Struts	 (49)
	

2 3 4
(46)	 (47)	 (48)

Sheathing (54)	 Spar._ (57)
(55)
	

(56)
Braces	 (61) 1	 2 3 4	 5

Slats (53) 1	 2 3 4	 5

2 3 4	 5

6

6

6

6

6

Skids (62) (1 - bolts) (2 - nails )
Skid fastening: No. in each__

(63) (StrlAs)(slats)(braces) etc.,
(1 - one nail)(2 - nails)(3

(4 - are part of crate)

with: (0 - nothing)

(3 - screws)
-_________ Size

nailed at crossing
- one staple)(4 -

68	 69 ANCHORAGE 70 1211pRAPPING122.1
0 0 None	 0 None	 0
1 1 Nails	 1 1 Corr. board	 1

	© 2 Screws	 2 (2)Kraft paper	 2
3 ONails and	 3 3 Waterproof	 3

screws	 paper
4 4 Bolts	 4 4 Burlap	 4
5 5 Wires	 5 5 Cloth, etc.	 5

	

6 Straps	 6 6 Excelsior pads 6
6 7 Wood strips 7 7	 7
7 8 Padded wood 8 8 	 	 8
3	 strips	 9
9 9	 	  9

ig2)0Al224111ITELI
0 None

(1)Crate parts
2 Wood strips
3 Padded wood

strips
4 Wood blocks
5 Padded wood

blocks
6 Excelsior pads
7 Balsa,etc. pads
8 Corr.board pads
9 Excelsior, etc.

METHOD OF PACKING DETACIED MIRROR OR PART WHEN IN SAME CaATIO1
Name of part	 A./LA.	 -v

73 GENERAL 74	 '/ONTO	 77 ANCHORAGE
	

(79) WRAPPING

(Write on blank line the number of item in above columns which apply.)

1-Mirrors or Darts packed in individual packages must have
decription.

a separate lot

Figure 2.--Sample lot description for a nailed wooden crate --
form 2.



NAIL WOOWN , , ,A	 Record of Damage-- Form 3

Crate No.	 Location: Zone (48) 2, Layer (49) 3	 Lot No.  29 

( 7
(Also show location in sketch, belo ►)

(50) Is longest dimension of crate (1 - lengthwise)J- across)(3 - vertical)
in car?	 kt"4.0-4},a,..46-4.,./..,

DAMASZ TO CRALTZ	 DAMA.Cal TO PACNING MiTZRLAL
IPA)M PART 	 i5EIE41Ina	 8	 PART 	
00 None Find Side 222 Bottom 00 None	 Nona
Ridge pc. 11 12 13 14---- pBroken	 1	 10 Suspension strips
Strut	 15 4i 17 18	 Split	 20 20 Blocking
Slat	 19 2	 22 23	 30 Punctured ?(0:1 30 Padding
Brace	 24 25 26 27	 40 Pulled fastenings 	 40 Base
Sheatn I g 28 29 31 32	 50 Pulled from fastenings 50 50 Suspension straps
3, Skid	 60 Sheared from fastenings 60 60 Anchorage
34	 70 Split at fastenings	 70 70 Wrapping material
35 Zntire package	 80 Broken fastenings 	 80 80 Inside container
36 Corner	 90	 90 90
37 	 	 01 TzGa-rzwzr------- 01 01 	
38 Reinforcement	 02 Crushed	 02 02
39 	
41 	 	

03 Torn
04 Wetted	

03 03 	
04 04

42 	 	 05 Out of place	 05 05 	
43 	 	 06 Lost	 06 06

0707 07	 .....,___
08 	 	 	  08 08
09	 09 09

iaTEXT OF DAMAGZ

1]]/TO ]aig	MTO PACKING
0 None	 CO
1 Slight - weakened but not materially damaged	 1

q
2 Uoderate - materially damaged (contents exposed to damage)	 2

Serious - affords little protection but can be repaired
Complete - Should be replaced

DIWAGS TO COMMODITY

ig)PART	 (62)NiaM13	 (63)=TIZT
0 None	 0 None	 0 None
1 Top	 1 Dented or bent	 1 Value reduced but
2 Side al4..,1„,..4)/(` 	 ®Broken (or shattered)	 serviceable
3 Front	 3 Chipped	 2 Repair necessary
4 Drawer	 4 Scratched or chafed	 (3)Cost to restore value
5 Legsis excessive5 Torn
6 Glass	 6 Backed

(7)Mirror	 7 Soiled or wetted	 (64) No. of units lost
8 Corner post	 8 Split	 or damaged:
9	 _	 9 Glue joint open	 /	

/figure 3.—Sample record of damage to a nailed wooden crate —
Thrm 3.



Man WOODiN GRATA -- Cause of Damage -- Form 4

AftLIMMECILRIGREARM WW1=

05)MATARIAL
(g)None
1 Brash
2 Checked
3 Cross grained
4 Decayed
5 Knotty
6 Shrunken lumber
7 Wet lumber
8
9 	

(66)DaSIGN
0 None
1 Too few mails
2 Nails too short

5 	
6

j61)WORIWANSEIIP
(()None
Nails:
1 In or near joint
2 In or near defect
3 Overdriven
4. Poor clinch
5 Omitted
Part too:
71.07/7r wide
7 Short or narrow
8 	
9 	

TALKUSSZS
OBURVAD IN
6s PACKING

None
1 Too loose
2 Too tight
3 Defective pack-

ing material
14

5
6
7 	

9

S13/ZARIALa rALKWASS IN COMMODITY

(6)- uone)(1 -	 )(2

CAUSZS OF DAMAGE

KIND 07
(70)nRcic
O None
1 Pressure

()Blow
3 Drop
• Weaving
5 Twisting
6 Sliding
7 Shifting
8 Catching
9 Paposure

HANMLING
(71)OPTION
0 None
(Din transit
2 Trucking
3 Combined
Manhandling:
VICacking
5 Loading
6 Unloading
MovkBg:

to	 7 In chutes
8 On conveyors
9 Hoisting

ROUGH USAGS
OF CRATE

No evidence of
1 Accidental
2 Careless

Intentional
4Conditions not

ascertained
5 	
6
7
8
9

CONTRIBUTING
(73)CONDITIONS
0 None
1 Contents shifted

within crate
2 Dunnage failure

TPoor stowing in car
Weakened by storage

5 Failure of adjacent
lading

6 Car floor high
7
8
9

AOFAIM A:an:ANT STO INVOLUD IN CAUSE OF DAMAG41

ON OR AGAINST
(7 4+) CAR PARTS	 75)04R CONTENTS
O None
(i)Door p6sts
2 Floor, floor racks
3 Wall loops, bolts
4 Corner strip
5 Bulkhead post,

edge or hinge
6 Frame members
7 Roof parts
8 Wall
9 Door

0 None
1 Door strip
2 Bulkhead

1B
Nails
locking

5 Decking
6 Buffing
7 Adjacent lading
Between:
®Car part & lading
9 Parts of lading

ON IN AGAINST,
MOISTURE

None
1 Rain, snow
2 Ice (in car)
3 Condensation
Leakage:
14 Fram car roof,

etc.
5 Of own

contents
6 Of adjacent

contents

OR BY:
13.1)MISC..
O None
1 Pillar, post
2 Wall

4
Railing
Floor

5 Conveyor part
6 Sling, net or

platform
7 Lashing
8 Truck
9 Hand hook

(78)Disposition of damaged crate; (5)- nons)(1 - recoopered)(2 - claim filed)

(79)Disposition of damaged commodity: (0 none)(1 - repaired)(®- claim filed)

(80)(i)Cause of damage as recorded is known. 2 Probable.

• ngure 4.•Sample record of cause of damage to a nailed wooden
crate — form 4.
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The shipment description (form. 1) provides for recording the
place and date of making the observations, the character and condition of
the load, the type of car, description of dunnage and method of stowing,
and other related data. The shipment description is identical for all
type of boxez. The descriptive information called for is often important
in dotermining the cause of damage. If a shipment. is inspected as soon as
the car is opened, it is often possible to relate the recorded conditions
to the damage or hazards that are revealed by further observations during
the unloading.

The lot descrip tion (form 2) provides for a brief description
of the commodity and - a detailed description of the container. Hence , a
separate and distinct form is needed for each troe of box. It includes
information on such design factors as the size and number of container
parts , fastenings, reinforcements , and methods of packing. For conven-
ience in analyzing the data a sin gle lot description is made to apply
only to one or more identical units. For example, in a given shipment
or car, all the containers of the same size and construction and carrying
identical commodities are considered a lot; containers or groups of
containers that differ in any of these res pects require separate lot
descriptions. Unless the construction is previously known, careful
detail is necessary in order that the data may be used to st&.y the
adequacy of container design. For example, in the samDle analysis pre-
sented later in this niallication i t will be P..,TDparent that information
suE7ested by form 2 was of vital Lanortance because nothing was pre-
viously known about the dosi7as of boxes that were observed. On the
other hand, a shipper studying his own packages should know the construc-
tion of his boxes and is therefore saved the trouble of recording that
part of the record Which would otherwise be the most difficult to obtain.

The record of the nature and cause of damage (forms 3 and 4)
is intended to show the location of the container at the time the damage
occurred, the nature and extent of damage to container or contents, the
apparent weaknesses influencing damage whether in the raptorial, design,
or wo&manship of container, or in the packing or commodity. This record
also provides for indicating the kind of force causing the damage, the

o
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operation from Which it resulte, the agents or equipment involved, and
Similar data. The descriptive terms on this part of the form are
necessarily different for each type of container, but the general plan
is the same for all so as to minimize any recording difficulties.

The recordinir, of data consists of (1) the actual recording of
observations on the forms, and (2) the transfer of this information to
cards in the event statistical machines are used, or to memorandum sheets
if hand analysis is used. To facilitate recording, the forms are based
on a simple system of numbers by which each of the three main divisions
of the forms is subdivided into small groups of related items. Each
small group is given a number , shown in -parentheses on the forms, and
each detailed item in a group is also designated by a number not in
parentheses. Most of the observations can be recorded on the form by
circling the numbers opposite the detailed items to which they apply.
The numbers also serve as a key in transferring the records to cards or
memorandum sheets. The group is represented by a column on the cards
and the detailed item by a numbered position in the column. Hence, the
circled number on the form identifies the column, and in the event
statistical machines are used, shows the -oopition in the column of the
hole to be punched by the punching machine. 1 Only a few items need. to
be written oat in longhand. on tne forms, such as the place and date of
making the inspection and_ the name of the commodity. For such items a
coding system is needed in order to transfer the information to tabulating
cards. ExL:Lsrolos of su„;,7e .sted coding for the longhand records on the
forms for nailed wooden crates and nniled wooden boxes are shown ii: the
appendix.

The number of items considered on the forms is large and the
possible combinations of circumstances creat, yet the time required to
complete the records using a standard form is small. Experience has
shown that the major Po rtion of the time is spent in making a careful
inspection as to the nature and cause of damage and not in making the
record. The average time consumed in observing and recording the damage
found in a survey covering more than 100 carloads of package goods was
about 7-1/2 minutes for each damaged container.

There are several features of the forms which contribute to
the ease of making the records. In addition to the simple expedient
of circling numbers for most of the record, much time is saved by not
repeating the entries on the lot description for each damaged container
in a	 or the shipment descri p tion for each damaged container in the
shipment. The standardized arrangement of forms for different types of
containers also helps to speed the recording. By standardization is
meant the use of the seine numerical designations and the same positions
on the recording forms for items that are common to the different types

See footnote 4.
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of containers. With such an arrangement only slight experience is needed
to become accustomed to the forms, with the result that records can be
made and analyzed just as readily for one typo of container as for another.

Cards for Statistical MachineAnalysis

The cards used in statistical machine analyses are of a definite
size and shape and are provided with a definite number of columns of 10
positions designat;ed by the digits 0 to 9, inclusive. An example of an
80-column card is shown in figure 5.

It is apparent that in developing the forms previously de-
scribed, the system of numbers used as well as the amount of information
that could be recorded was limited by the design of the tabulating cards.
For each item that is to be recorded on the forms there must be avail-
able a position or number, or a distinct combination of them on the card
which is used exclusively for that item. The way in which this relation-
ship is accomplished is evident from a comparison of the card in figure 5
with the form for nailed wooden crates, in figure 1. On the card the
columns are designated by small numerals at the bottom and correspond to
the numbers in parentheses on the various forms. The abbreviated headings
at the top of the card also correspond to the subject headings of the
groups of items on the forms. The subject headings on the cards are
primarily for convenience and are not absolutely necessary in making an
analysis by machine.

The card illustrated in figure 5 has been punched to show the
data given in figures 1, 3, and 4 and represents an actual observation
made at an unloading point. Thus, in the four places under the heading
"Lot No." the punched holes are 0, 0, 2, 9, which means that the card
applies to lot 29 as recorded in longhand on the forms. In the column
headed "Dist.", which is the fifth place on the card, the numeral 5 has
been punched. Referring to the figure 1, item 5 designates the distance
that the lot had been shipped. By looking at the code sheet on page 2g
of the appendix, the number 5 is found to apply to distances of 601 to
1,000 miles. Thus, one column is used here to show various ranges of
distance, whereas at least four columns would otherwise be needed for
showing the actual recorded distances. Such coding for the sake of
saving columns on the card for other purposes is not Always necessary.

Under the heading "NO. Tran.", which is the sixth place on the
card, the number 2 is punched. This corresponds to the number 2 written

-9-
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opposite item (6) on the forms and shows that the lot had been subjected
to two transfers. By transfers is meant the number of times that the lot
was loaded or unloaded before being inspected.

The heading "Car", which is the seventh place on the card, refers
to the type of car. The number 3 punched here corres ponds to the number
3 under item (7) on the forms and shows that the lot under consideration
was shipped in a box car. Similarly, the number 6, punched in the eighth
place on the card corresponds to the number 6 under item (8) on the forms
and shows that the lot was one of two or more lots in a complete carload
consignment. In this way, the whole card can be compared with the data
on the forms.

The arrangement of the information on the forms and cards has
been planned to simplify the problem of analysis for a ,hipper studying
his own containers. The statement has already been made that a shipper
studying the performance of his own packages need not use the detailed
lot descrip tion provided on the forms because he should already have this
information. This part of the data if recorded in sufficient detail to
be usable would. generally require a complete card for ech type of box,
as shown in figure 6 for some of the common types of shipping containers.
By keeping such information on each type of container separate on the
forms as well as on the cards, it is possible to use a single card for
all of the remaining data necessary for a satisfactory analysis. Such an
arrangement has been -used for the cards shoTn. Thus the card in figure
5 has three main headings: Shipment Description, Lot Description
(Gcneral), and Record of Damage. On the form from which this card was
punched (figs. 1 to 4) the shipment description End the general part of the
lot descrip tion are both found on the one side of the first sheet (form 1),
while the record of damage is found on both sides of the second sheet
(forms 3 and 4). The detailed lot descri-Ttion for which the second
tabulating card would be needed is found on the second side of the first
sheet (form 2). The omission of this detailed lot description, when
warranted by previous knowledge of the container design, is equally
advantageous whether the analysis is to be made by hand or by machine.

The actual manual performance of transferring records to punch
cards and of sorting and tabulating results on the mechanical equipment
will not be discussed here. These operations are thoroughly familiar
to users of such machines or will be explained by the manufacturers.

R1042	 -10-
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Form AD- .plyinE_to Handlir Conditions

The form relating to handling methods and equipment at dif-
ferent places where damage to package goods is being stuaied is
designed for use without tabulating cards (form 5) 	 The suggested
items include nature of business, description of platforms for loading
or unloading, handling equi pment, general handling practice , methods
of loading or unloading,.recoopering p ractice, and organization of
workers, (figs. 7 and 8). Each of these items is expanded sufficiently
to suggest the recording of enough detail for practical use. The
importance of such information in a study of damage to package goods
becomes obvious after one has observed the great differences in handling
methods and conditions that exist at different places throughout the
United States.

Tally Sheet

The tally sheet (form 6) provides for showing the number and
approximate size and weight of each of the typos or styles of 73ackac;os
in a car or shiyment, the commodity shi pped in each, the number of con-
tainers in each group in which damage occurred, and the lot numbers of
the sheets on which damage is recorded. In addition to servin g as an
index to damaged packages and showing the percentage of such packages
this form is of value in showing the general nature of loss-than-carload
shipments in Which the making of a separate com plete lot description for
each of many small lots is p revented through lack of time. This form
is not designed for use with tabulating cards.

EXALTLES OF KIND OF INFORMATION OBTAINED WITH THE. FORMS

In developing the technic of studying damage to package goods
in storage and transit, three surveys were made; one of canned foods
packed in fiber boxes, one of nailed wooden boxes carrying a variety of
products, and one of shipments of new furniture. Altho ugh each of these
surveys yielded information that could be used in improving shipping con-
tainers or shipping conditions, the results are considered of value
primarily for showing the kind of information obtainable with the various
forms. None of these surveys was sufficiently large to be considered
representative of general conditions.

•
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Boilers (Wood)(Metal): How used

Hand tracks: No.	 Kind: (2.-wheel)(4—wheel)(
Equipped with:(Racks Removable bodies) (
Use: (Generai)(Special only) (

Hand hooks used	 On what?	 Row?	

Elevators: No. 	
Location and use

Kind 	 Capacity,	     

Chutes or slides: No.  • 	 Kind: (Smooth)(Rollers)(Spiral)(Straight)
Height

Power conveyers, as: 	 elevators) etc.
) Use

Telpherage system_	

Gantry crane:	 	 Capacity	 Noe of tracks	
Size of platform	
Approach.

Refrigeration or icing equipment	

	41...1111.11101111

)•

• HOMING HODS	 EQUIPMENT --Form5

No	 date	 Insi)ector 	 Lot No.	

Station or company  	City	

Nature of business: (Px'eight transfer)(Inbound)(Outbound)(7actory)
(Wholesale)(Retail)

Territory served

Nature of material handled
Quantity being handled: Units	 	 Amount	
Maximum capacity:	 Units	 	 Amount	

Platforms at tracks: Total No. 	 	 —JaNgth	
Loading: No.	 Width	 NO. of tracks for each	
Unloading: No.	 Width	 No. of tracks for each	
Height: (Level with most car floors)(Above)(Below)

Space, platform to cars	 How bridged	

Obstructions: (Pillars)(Posts)(Chutea)(
Part under roof	 % Part exposed 	
Sides open_	 	 Sides closed	 Heated?	
Floors: (Concrete)(Wood)(
Lift bridges: No. 	 __Zocatio

phtfonleitotjaajdzstibetsg.tc.k	 No. 	 Xength	
No. of bays	 Fart under roof
Nature of business handled by trucks, drays, etc.
Estimated percentage of total	

HEIM34334, equinpents
Power tractors!

Equipped with: (Derrick: Capacity
(Hand couplers

Lift trucks: No.,	Kind
Stackers:	 No. 	 Kind
Trailers:	 No. 	

(Automatic couplers	 Corners:
Kind of side or end racks
Other features

Skid platforms: No.And	
Dollies: No.	 Description__

How and for what used

inches.

)•

).	 Condition,	 .

	....11.11.111111.n	

S oar

Automatic couplers
)•

Capacity
	 Capacity

ize
Rounded)

Size: Z	

ar,

•
Figure —Form for handling methods and equipment front page).



HANDLING METHODS AND EQUIPMENT (Conti3xued) — Form 5

fmtrg_Wl.d116cmatjt:
Switching of cars: Rough) (apparently 0.1C.)( 	 )

Merchandise: (Sorted on to trucks) (Sorted on floor)(Thrown,)(Dropped)
(Tumbled)(Rolled)(Trucks taken into cars)
(loaded tracks bumped by trains of trucks or trailers)

iisavy objects: ( loTed from car to car)(Left in car) (Trucks or trailers
bumped against car door, walls, etc., to slide object on to truck)
(Lifted with bars) or (With hand trucks)(Rollers used) (Moved on
dollies).

Congestion on platforms

Loading into outbound cars: (Care used in placing freight) (Light weight
or more fragile material loaded on top)(Placed in car in order of
arrival regardless of nature)(Car cleaned before use)(Dunnage used
in loading oar, as bulkheads, blocks, door strips, buffing, etc. 	
	 -J •

Special precautions in loading	

Cooper shop: Location
Recoopering practice

Facilities for water shipments:
Length of dock (pier) or (quay).____Pody of water
Territory served or points between which shipments are made 	

Nature of goods handled
Volume in relation to total
Equipment other than noted above 	

Notes 	

Organization of workers:
Unloaders: No. in a crew — Checkers 	 Callers

Handlers	 Others	
Loaders: No. in a crew	 	 —

How paid (as piece work or wimps, etc.)
Job:
How paid	 	 —	

Attitude of workers
Experience
Labor turnover

Source of information

Figure 8.--Fort for handling methods and. equipment (back page).





Survey of Canned Foods in Fiber Boxes

The data for the first survey were recorded at the time of
unloading of 105 carloads of package goods at o large grocery warehouse
in Chicago during a 2weel: period. The data were analyZed first by
hand and later by means of statistical machines. — For convenience, the
first statistical machine analysis was confined to cars in which the
commodities consisted . of canned foods packed in solid fiber and in cor-,
rugatedfiber boxes. Most of those:shipments wore in refrigerator cars
that were not iced. They wore mostly car lots that had remained in
sealed cars from the time they were loaded until they reached the place
where inspection was made. From this point, the boxes with their original
contents were destined to be transhipped in smaller groups to various
destinations and at various times. Bence, it is apparent that this sur-
vey reflects only a mall part of the amount of handling that some of
the boxes eventually encountered.

The results of the detailed analysis of these data suggest
numerous angles from which the data might be studied, each more or loss
valuable depending on the information desired. Table 1 gives repre-
sentative information on the survey as a Whole, and is intended to give
a general idea of its scow.

Table 1 can be ex-oanded to give more detailed information
regardinp, any or all of the items, or their relation to variour c r ndi-
tions. For instance, from the number of boxes or cans damaged  figures
can be obtained readily by moans of a statistical-machine analysis to
show such additional information as how many wore corrugated fiber
boxes and how many were solid fiber boxes , or to show the number of
boxes of each strength rating in each of those croups, or the number of
cans in each group, and so forth. Information of this kind is necessary
in selecting the proper typos of containers for certain uses and for
design purposes.

Such refined divisions are possible only when sufficiently
detailed information is recorded. Thus table 2 shows a distribution
according to bursting-strength ratings of the 61,593 boxes mentioned
in table 1 and the number of boxes in each group carrying a definite
number of cans. Similar subdivisions based on size or sh p:ne of box
or on other construction factors could also be made, and each group
could be studied separately in relation to nature , crmse, or extent of
damage. As an example , consider the group of corrugated boxes having a
bursting-strength rating of 200 pounds per square inch, which according
to table 2 consisted of 24,200 boxes. Of these boxes 1 percent or 242
were found to be damaged. The extent of damage to both boxes and cans
that resulted from each kind of damage is shown in table 3. Most of the
damage to these boxes occurred in the classification called "moderate ,"
a term used in this survey to mean that a box was materially damaged or
in such condition that the contents were exposed to further damage. The

b
See footnote A.
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Table 1. --	 plc of inLImlion obtai,ned fTom a E.7LEIofcanno4
in fiber boxes

(Based on the inspection of 57 cars, 61,593 boxes, and 1,798,462 cans)

Item	 mount damaged

Unit: 	
Number	 Percent

	

:	 :.

Cars.., 	  .:	 1	 :	 1.76
Boxe s  • • • **** • ************ • • • • ****** • • • : 	 928	 .. 1.51
Cans......... ************* ........ 	  .:	 3,017	 .17

Nature of damage to boxes: 	 :	 .

	

:	 .

Dented. 	 .:	 549
Torn 	  	 e:	 240	 :
Wrinkled. 	 .:	 72	 :
Lacerated. 	  	 .

	

-	 23	 •
Crushed. .* 	  	  .:	 22
Punctured. . 	  .:	 9	 :
Wetted. 	  • • . • • • • :	 5
Glue failure.. ..••. ****** ••• ***** 	  0 • • • t • • :	 5
Chafed. 	 '•• •	 3:.

Total. 	 .'•
•_________

928
:

Kind of force causing arT:lage to boxes: 	 :	 •

• :

Shifting... 	  .:	 623	 :	 67.1

	

,.	 16.2Pres gare.. 	 • •	 150	 .

Drop— 	  	 ..:	 57	 .	 6.2
External blow.... • ....... •	 .	 54	 5.8
Weaving.	 •	 26	 •• 2.8
Exposure to liquid. 	 .:	 11	 :	 1.2
Catching.-- 	 •	 5	 :

	

.	 .5
Normal handlinc.; 	  	  . • • • •• • • • • • • ..................--...-..  2.• 

Total. 	 .: 	 928	 :	 100.0 
• _

•

Handling operation daring which damage
occurred to boxes:

:

In transit..... 	  .:	 355.	 :	 92.1
Handling:	 :

Packing. 	 .:	 2	 :	 .2...

	

Loading... . ., ***** ... ... . ******* .. . . .. :	 42	 :	 4.5
Unloading. 	  ** — 	 • ,:	 9	 1.0

Tracking to or from cars,. 	 .:

	

20	 •. 2.2

II
Total-- 	 ..:	 920	 :	 100.0

R1042	
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7.3
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Table 2. -- Kind of box, strength rating and number ofbojwith
cans per box

(Data from a survey of 57 cars of canned food in fiber boxes)

	

Kind :Bursting:	 Boxes containing	 :Average.: Boxes
of	 :strength: 	 :	 :	 :	 :- 	  :- 	 '; cans :of each
box : rating : 6	 : 12	 24 : 36 = 4g : 96 :per box: rating

cans	 cans : cans : cans : cans : cans :	 :

Pouncis Number r Numb e r : Number :1\.T-umb e r :1T-arnb e r :Numb e r : Numb e r 	 er
:
: square :
: inch :

Corru-
gated	 :	 I	 :.	 :.	 :	 :.	 ..	 :
fiber	 : 175	 :------: 860 :	 lob: 1,100: 	 :- - - --- : 25.4 : 2,060

. :	 .	 :	 •

Do	 : 200	 :------: 300 :17,208: 	 : 6,00;	 400: 31.3 :24,208

Do	 :	 275	 : 	 •	 :	 .• :	 900: 	  :	 1 •Q .	 900

. :	 •

Solid	 :	 :	 .	 :
fiber : 200	 : 	 : -----:22,464: 3,003: 3,000:

.	 .	 .	 :	 .:	 ..	 .

Do	 ; 275	 :1,415 : 918 : 2,825:------:	 200:

•

600: 29.2 :29,067

	 — 	 18.1 : 5,35g
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boxes in the moderFtte croup contained most of the damaged cans. Table 3
also shows that not only was tearing the most prevalent damage, but that
the largest number of damaged cans per box was found in these boxes.
Second in importance was the denting of boxes. This occurred in more than
36 percent of the damaged boxes. Those two typos of failures include
nine-tenths of all the dnmacged boxes in the moderate group.

Table 4 shows , for the same group of boxes considered in table
3, the handling operation during which damage occurred, the kind of force
causing damage , the contributing or indirect causes, and the various
agents or objects with which the dama;od boxes came in contact. With
such information available the cause of damage is not only known but it
frequently becomes evident that the hazards which cause the damage can
readily be lessened or eliminated. It is apparent from tablo 4 that
most of the boxes wore torn or dented due to shifting in transit and
that poor stowing was an important contributing cause. The objects
against which the boxes shifted show that tearing of boxes occurred
mostly on floor racks or wall loops, while the denting was due largely
to shifting against posts , or hinges. Without ample detail , table 4
could not have been made nor the remedies doterDinc ,C,, For instance,
the necessity for ample detail can be realized ti on.sidering the boxes
torn by wall loons. Without information as to the position of the
package in the car, it would have been impossible to determine that it
was damaged  by wall loops. Without information as to the shifting of
the load, one of the moans of revonting the damage would not be
evident.. Without information of the kind of wall loom the best pro-
tection against the hazard caused by the wall loon could not be deter-
mined.

Another example of the value of itemized records is found in
the sketch in figure 10, which gives a general idea Qf the positions
in the car where boxes wore damaged. In this figure each black dot_
represents 1 percent of the damaged boxes. The sketch is based on a
tabulation of the data from the survey as a whole rather than from the
group of boxes represented in table 4. However, the concentration of
dots in certain parts of the load shows the location of the parts listed
in table 4. Thus at the doorway of the car the relatively large number
of dots is accounted for in part by the damage done by boxes against
door posts and partly by shifting against the uneven ends of the floor
racks. The concentration of dots is also apparent near the wall loops
as well as at the end of the car wore the boxes shifted against corner
posts and bulkhead posts and hinres. This sketch was made from data
which at the time of recording may have seemed to be of little or no
importance. Yet it reveals a general picture of hazards of interest
not only to the shipper but to the transportation agency as well.
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Table 4.Nature and cause of dar.7ve to_theyraup 'of corrur,ated fiber
boxes hp,vin r, 	 la-a-- ,.44- i n ,N-te c t ratcf 20n -omplOq

(Data from a safvoy of 57 cars of canned food in fiber boxes)•

Cause of damage
	 Nature of damage

: Dented boxes :	 Torn boxes

Number	 Number
Handling operation:

:
In transit.... 	 .

	

..	 88	 83
Loading.... ... . 	  .:	 _.-	 :	 16
Trucking.. 	 •:	

ere ....	 •	 13
Unloading. 	 .	 1	 :	 4

	

..	 __________	
Total.. . 	 .	 89	 	  116..  

Kind of force:

Shifting..... 	 	 :

	

.	 79
Pressure..... 	  	  ..

	

.	 6
Weaving. 	 S. 	
Drulo ... 00000 . 	  . 	  :

17

Blow.... 	 .
Total. 	 	 88

On or against car part:::;:

79
2
1
1

03

Wall loo-os...
Floor racks. 	
Bulkhead post.. ..... 	 	
Corner strip.. .. 	
Door rostc;. 	
Door.... .....	 ................
Bulkhead	 ... 	

Total • • • •

On or against car contents:

Nails... 	 .	  ..	 _...	 :	 4

Blocking.-- ... 	  	  .:	 1	 :	 1

	

Between car ?arts and lading... ....: 	 66	 66

Parts of lading.. ... 	  . . . . . . .•	 12 .......	 ........___.-,____-
Total 	  	  • : 	 79	 . 71

Contributing cause:

Poor storing. 	 • •• 41
Rough handling.. 	

Total. .....	 43

42
1
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In the tables thus far presented., the nature of damage has re-
ferred to only one failure in each box. This failure was the principal
injury to the box. The records showed that many boxes also ha additional
failures. In this survey, the inclusion of the additional failures in
the tabulations does not greatly affect the conclusions that might be
drawn and no tables including these additional data are shown. However,
the recorei.inc; of such additional failures of boxes would prove to be of
considerable importance in a study relating particularly to box design.

In addition to the studies that have been noted here, other
conditions were studied in the survey, such as relation of amount of
damage to number of layers of boxes loaded in the cars, relation of ex-
tent of thnnage to boxes to -extent of damage to contents, influence of
rough handling of cars to occurrence of d.antage to shipments , relation of
distance shipped to n'unber of boxes damaged in transit, and amount of
damage to boxes with "grain up and dovm" as oPposed to those with "grain
around." Moreover, the records obtained on the handling methods and
equipment (form 5) helped, to explain some of the conditions revealed by
the analysis of the data.

Although the extent of damage to each box or its contents is
recorded. on the data shoots for individual boxes, a more complete
of the amount of damage is obtained from -Ulu rocoi-d. on the handling
methods and caul:Lamont (form 5) which shows that the damaged goods in
the 5? cars considered here required 2 weeks time of one man for
recooporing, re-Daoking, or replacing dainfAge , . boxes , sortinF; out the
damaged goods to be sold Ps salvage , and keeping records for damage claims.

The records on these sheets also revealed further information
relative to the handling o-norations during which damage occurred. For
instance , of the three p rincipal handling operations (table 1) accounting

for damage in this survey, trucking showed the smallest amount. This
figure might have been ()von smaller had it not been for a condition
which will be mentioned here to show a correlation between the informa-
tion recorded on the :form for recording damage with that on the handling
methods and eouipment form. The latter shoot (form 5) for this survey
shows that the end of ono of fie railroad tracks was so high that the
floor level of a refrigerator car in this position was about 15 inches
above the platform level. On the other tracks the car floors, with
floor racks in place , were only about 8 inches above the platform. The
difficulty of taking a loaded truck out of this car without bumping the

opposite warehouse wall or pillar accounted for a large part of the
damage reported as havinc, occurred during trucking operations.

The handling-by-hand item is also a relatively small ono for
this survey, and is clue to the care used by the unloadors. This is
another condition reflected in the handling methods and equipment form
which shows that the labor conditions wore conducive to careful and
efficient handling by the 11111 oaders. The labor turnover was loractic-
_ally zero. This is in sharp contrast to some of the other places whore
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inspections were made. At one of those Where the change in personnel
of the freight handlers was rapid  the lack of interest among the workmen
and the carelessness in handling wore very apparent.

Surve y of Nailed. WWooden Boxes

The data for the study of nail#)d wooden boxes reported hero
were recorded at various freight stations , warehouses , and transfer
poits in and near Chicago. Both carload and less-than-carload shipments
wore ins-)ected. The records include (ata on a large number of different
sizes and cl_es:1as of nailc'd roodon boxes carrying many commodities, out
do not contain sufficient data to 1)e considered representative of
general conditions. Hone,, the results of this survey, like those of the
fiber-box survey, are given primarily as examples of what con be learned
from such studios.

A general idea of the scope of the suyvoy of nailed wooden
boxes may be obtained from table 5.

The following classificationr, of commoditioF-4 wore used in.
studying the da:lagc to naileei, wooden boxer: 	 ( ) .i3cxec loaded with dried
fruit, cheese, etc.; (2) boxes loaded with clothing, textiles, etc.;
(3) boxes loaded with tools, hardware, etc.; (4) boxes loaded dith
canned foods. Separate analyses were made of the data for each of these
groups as well as of the data from carload and from less-than-carload
shipments. Tabulations showing the nature and cause of damage to nailed
wooden boxes loaded with cried fruit, choose , and similar -products are
given in table 6. The iaformation appearing under each of the headings
in this table covid be st-idied separately in the same manner as was done
for some of the individual items in the fiber-box survey. For instance,
table 7 shows the information contained in the second column of table 6
rearranged to show the nulaber of boxes in which each of the various box
parts was damaged.

Table 7 is of value in indicating what construction features of
the boxes were most subject to damage under the handling and storage con-
ditions encountered. Such tabulations are also helpful in deciding which
box parts arc of sufficient importance to warrant further detailed studios
for the purpose of improving design. Table B is given as an example of
one stem in making a further study of the information in. table 7. Here
the nature of damage to each of the damaged ::arts of the boxos is shown.
As an additional step table 9 shows for each nature of damage the number
of damaged boxes that were below the Forest Products Laboratory recon
mondations for thickness of material or nailing.-1- This deficiency was
determined from the actual detailed data as recorded on the forms and is
not in conflict with the item in table 6, which lists 115 boxes as having

7
Recommendation for tMelmess of box material and for nailing are

given by Plaskett. See footnote 3.
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Table 5. -- Sernle of information obtainc;d from a s-aryLy_LL'
nailed wooden boxes

Less than :Carloaa and.

Sco7De	 : Carloads : carload : less than
: shipments :carlod

Cars from which shimer_ts were
dinspecte.— 100.6**.. • • 0040..X4kALUUL,I.	 15	 65	 80

Lots of boxes.. 	  • • • • do 20	 103	 123

Nance', iLroodon boxes.. q • ****** do : 14,295	 : 1,167	 :15,462

Boxes dama ,e

Slight. 	 . do	 356	 46

Moe.erate. ...... . • . • • . • • • • • • • •	 do	 .	 290	 •	 76

Serious.-- .. 	 . do	 110	 58

Complete.-- 	  do . J_	__ __	
,-)

_	 ,,
Total... ..... .. Os. do :_r0 _  182

Dmaced boxes in lots
inspected	 ....Percent:

	 5.4

Boxes in which contents were
damaged.:	 Niamber:

•

••••n•••••nnnn• nn••••,

• 402
374
168

• 8
9 k.% 

15 .6
	

6.2

Value reduced.. ...... .. ..... .	 ao	 155
Repair necessary. 	  	  • • (10 4• 0

Damaged. beyond repair or with
loss of commodi ty.. 	 do •.

Total... 	  do .	 159 

Damaged, boxes.-- ..... . ....Percent:
	

20.6

Boxes in lots ins-)ectod....	 do
	

1.1

	20 	 175

	

0	 •	 0

	  7

	

4,0	 •	 182

12.6

2.0

19.1

1.2
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Table 6. -- 21.21112.1.ty_ofnature and cause of dama e to nailed wooden boxes loaded with

All figures represent

Agents involved 'in causes of damage

,	 ▪ . Car parts	 Car contents	 : w .
 : 	 :
: .	 : ,„7,.,	 :

.	 Cii	 . . +3	 .
Nature of	 : Parts damaged,,, ,, : , Handling-: - Kind'of ' :	

•	 •

' 	
' 	 ' 	 ND	 •	 r.-.	 •

damage: ...: - '	 operation :	 force	 • 0 • 4. •	 °• .
•

	

.	 •	 •	 .r., .4-,
od	 .cn	 .

	

.0	 .	 . P4 .	 •	 • 0 40 rci	 tta $1	 •	 ;:i •

• 4. •	 OrT •	 -i. •	 : .P4r-4 : r-1 "111:1 1-4	 •
• t .2: Ø, y :	 Q)

	

. r_.	 .	 .r. .	 •	 . .r., 0	 cd	 0	 •
• ,n . ,4-4	 .	 i.4	 •

0 'Cr	 .H • 4 •

, 	 ••	 cd .	 ' T.4	 •	

• ...t : 21 r.,..ri.	 vi
CD .	 •	 a)	

:. 0 r51 : 0) ai ; r—st‘)	 •
0	 . 4) .--1 .	 ..•,1	 o

	

rn . k N .	 cn .	
• 

	

0 • 0 0 	 .
•

	

k . 0	 • 0
• $4 54°	 0 :

. ,i . P4 . • r4	 .	 aj	 .	 II) I-C4 . -4-> 	•	 'Du	 :

• • Ca,	 '	 c.)

•
:

	

0 • 0	 •	 ;..4 •	 r-i ° 0 • P4 • •r-Z 	 • 4. Q. a)	 oc

:	
..).;.: cr4r-1 	. .. 0

	

,	
•

•

.
•r'ir- '
d ' . 2 : .t.) :.

• •	 :	 • :	
• PI	 •
. ' 0	 • Fq	

• r,-4,	 •
•e-i

	. 	 .	 .
.	 .	 ,	 •
.	 ,	 :.	 4 .	 :	 .	 •	 •	 •	 .

	

.	 .	 .
	Pressurer60-: ... : 12' : 4 , 35 :...	 ..,„ . 	  ; 51 :	 9 	

End 	 	 In transit: 75:	 :'

	

.	 .. Shifting. 15. 2	 1	 ...	 12 .	 1	 .....
• ..	 • 	 •	

:....:....:....:	 :.

Broken.....: 77: side 	 • 71:Loading...: 1: Drop...,; . 1:-..: -1 -
•:	 : Top ..... .....:::' 4:Unloadizig.: f: Blow 	 •	 1'	 	 1 •	

• •	 ‘ :: - 	 i	
•

. ' 	
4	 0	 •	 •

:	 ;End 	 • 26:	 . :• .	 •
Split 	 '126: Side edge of :	 ':	

.	 •.	 :	 •

	

Pressure. 21........... ... ..... ... • .	 21
: top or bottom	 In transit:1261	 :	 : 	 :••••• --:,	 :	 :....:

Shifting:105:.::: '2 ' ... e 1• 	 3 .. • • ,•	 101	 3	 — . . ..
s  

. 	 :	 'Pressure:	 5:-.;.' . -	  . 	 5 .	 	 :	 5'	

	

.	
Crashed....:	 5: Bo-c 	 5....do....:	 5: None 	 ,'1:...: . 	 . ,	 .• • .

:	 Pressure:	 5'	  	  :. 5 .: • ,	 5 '	  ..:

0	 •	 :	 :	 ..	 •

Side 	 20:	 :	 t Blow--; .91.-.'.4."	  ' ' ' •	 	 	  : .. . 	 	 .
Top 	 	 5:	 -:,.. .do;...: 25:. Drop 	 	 1.	 •	 1 :... . •	  	  :

Bottom 	 •	 2: Nails pulled.: 31: .	Shifting:	 9: 1 :.. . 	 • .. ..:...:...:	 7 :	 1 :	 1 •	  :

End of top : 4:	 :,	 •	 •

	

.Drop..,..: . 1 :, ... :	 :..	1 	 .  .	 :	 :Loading...: 1:
-,

	

...	 ...	 •	 ...	 ...	 .....	 ....	 ..: .	 ; . .	 :	 :	 :: ..do 	  :	 1 : ... : .	 •	 :	 :	 :	 :

	

. .	 1

. :Unloading.: 5: Catching: •

.	 ::	 •
Top........: 8: Pulled from	 :,	 :

	

.	 :	 :	 :	 •• •

:	 : nails 	  8:In transit: 8: , Pressure: 8:...: 8 : 	  •	 	 8 : 	  :.... :

,
Side 	  2: Sheared from.: 3'	 do 	  3: Shifting: 3:...:' '1 •	  1 •	 • 1 •	 .

Bottom.....: 1: nails 	 	 : ,	 :,	 :	 -:
.	 :•

End. 	  4:	 :None 	  2: None....: 2
• 	 .
*	 •	 .

End of side:	 2:	 :	 : .	 •	 •	 :. 
4

1	 ' :	 . ,:	 •	 •	 •	 •	 •• •

	3 	 1 	
End of top.: 2: Split at nai1g 128:Ih transit	 Pressure.101:	 	  : 3 ,. 	 :...:...	 .	 :

	

: 	 	 :

	

Shifting. 97. 2 	  	  10 :......: 85 : 10 	
.	 •	 •	 :

•

:• •	 •• •
• •	 •	 ••

:Unloading.: 25: Drop....: 25*	 .: 25 •	  :....: 25
•

: Total...:378: 5 :25 : 12 : 54 : 1 : 1 : 232 : 87 : 32 : 26 :
• •	 • 	:	 :	 :	 :	 :

Side edge :
of top or :
bottom.....:120:

•

• ••

1
Based on the inspection of 14 cars, 19 lots, and 10,846 boxes.
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: $1 • 0°

a
: I>	 • 40 : rt;
, o. sl	 a

o : 4.

: tt°,0fg : r-4 ,44: .4-4

	

0 p.	 •D .r i	 El
: ,-4 -ri: 0 Pe o

: (19 'rj:". : 4")	 : co
-P	 4-,	 r-I

$..	 : •re
Ct	 t	 al

:r 	 : P4 :z

dried fruit cheese and similar roducts

number of boxes

Contrib- : Extent of damage :Extent of dant- :

	

uting	 :	 to box	 :age to contents:

	

causes	 :	 :	 Design	 :Material:

. -	 •.	 . I	 : A :•

	

0 0	 4.
:	 : 4.	 •o ,-4	 : rd :

. .	 0	 ,-4	 U
: ra	 : (1) 071 : ,.4	 : w :,-.4

0 •

.•
;Pi ta	 4-4

:

	

.-1	 L)	
: TS 0 : 0 0 : 41

	

0 r-4 4. o p	 a
. 0	 •• : o ro 	 : co	 :	 : o 4

	

,-.1	 •

	

a•4	 C4 0

	

46) : 2 ": .9	 .	 : 0...•	 •	 •.	 •	 •• : rd

	

,....	 •

.• 4-,	 .• .. 4.	 .

	

. a e 4. :	 :
0 0	 a

	

0	
43o 0	 0

	

t4.0	 a	 4-,	 AS	
: $4 -r1	 0 -i : t,p	 :	 :	 4-4:

O a	 P. 4	 c	 ma

•••	 -•••• •••—•-• :	 :	 •••	 :

• •	 .

	

.:	 53 :... 	 9 : 5132 :	 2g	 	  : •'°: • ' •	 4• • :	 : • • •

	

3 :	 g : 3 :	 10 :	 2 .....	 12 .	 2 : 1	 	  • • • : • ' •::	 : ° •	 : • •

	

••• 	  :...:	 1	

:

....:...:	 1	 1	 : 1 :....:...

	

1	 .. 	 	 1

• •
• •

	

.	 •	 .	 •	 •	 •

	

...;	 15 ;...;	 17:	 a :...:	 6 !	 15 :.•..: .....	 .....1 	
• •

. .:...:....:...

	

...:	 5 :...: 103 ;	 2 :..., 104 :	 1 :. .. 	
1 : 1 . • • • . ........ : • • • : • • • • : • ..

• . .:	 5:...: 	 :....: 5 : 	 	 5:...: . 	  :....... ....... : ... : .... :.. .

	

.. .: 	  :1 •	  : 	 ....:	 1 	  ••	 :...:	 1 :...:...: 	 • . . . : .... : . . .

• • .:	 5 :...•	  :	 5 :...:. ... :	 5:... 	  : • . . : . . . : 	 •	 . 4_ .

	

.	 .

	

.	 .	 .

	

. .. • 	 :...:	 9 	  :...:	 9 : . 	  :...:	 9 :...:...: ........ :...: ... .:...

	

...:	 1 :...: . 	 	 1 :...: 	 	 1 :... 	  :...:...: ........ :...:....: 9

	

1	 g :...: ....	 .	 9 :...:	 7 :	 2 :...:	 3 :...:...• 	 .. ..:...: .... :...
. 

...:.....: 1 	  ° • • • 	 • • •

	

.	 .	 •	 •	 .	 .	 .
.	 .

...:	 8 :...: 	  :	 S :...: 	 •	 8 :...: ..... :...:...: ........ : ... :....:...
. :

•..:	 2;...; 	  :	 3 :...:	 1 :	 2:...:	 1 :...:.... ....... :.:..:...

•
•	 •	 •

..•: . 	 • 2 •	  	  :...:	 2 :.....:...•	
• •

• ' • :	 3 ;..•: ..... ;	 4	 ... 	 3 .	 1 ;...*: . 	 .	 ...: 	  .. . : .... :...
•••:	 97::	 95 :	 2:...:	 25;	 72 :...:	 75 :...:..•: 	 	 :••-

:
• •	 :	 .	 :	 •	 •	 .	 .

...:	 25 : 	 •	 25 •	  	  :	 25 •	  :...:	 25 •	 • 25 :...
: --- : ---- : — --

4 : 235 : 7 : 273 : 93: 5 : 234 : 143 : 1 : 115 : 1 : 1 :	 1	 : 1 : 69 : 9

	

_ :	 : 	 :	 _	 •	 :	 •

Weaknesses in damaged container

	

m r.4	 .. 0 e t-1 :	 : 0 P4 :	 0 or4	 : 0 : V
k	 a	

..	 .

g 
..

.0
O :	 ...-i :

r--I	 0
rd ..	 '14k	 :	 1E1 :	 fi	 : 1--1w :0) , - - 4: .r.l	 : r;..1 :

O 0 0

P4 0	 0 0 4.	 r-4

al 	0 Al	 ct	 4-,	 0
.	 P..	 . ul :	 :co	 : (.3 :	 a	 :	 X) P. : ''.'A .

	

"--.	 : cf) : Pq :

1 : 	  . : • • .:• 	  • • • : ° • ' :	 : • ' • : • ' • ' : • • '

:	 .	 1 ••••:	 1 : ..... :•• . : ' ' • • • : ' • • : 1 	• . 	'
...: 	 :...:	 4 : .... :...;	 4 :.....:.. . 	  :... : . 	 • : 	  ... 	  :...
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Table 7. -- Part„ number, and -oercenta,-70 of the nailed.
wooaen  boxes clairs-,Pecl.

Part damagod
	

Boxes damaged.

Percent

Side edge of top or	 :
bottom. 	 .....	 220	 5P.2

Sic:i.e.. ... 	  :	 93	 24.6
Encl..	 •	 ---)

	

0,-..	 .	 6.5
Top.... 	  :

	

.	 17	 :	 4.5
End of tor.. 	 •	 6	 :.	 1.3
Bo.7. (as a whole)... 	 5	 :	 1.3
Bottom...—. 	 	 3	 :.	 .3
End of side.. 	 	 2

	

Total......,:	 3?P,	 1000
•

••n•••n•,.

Table 8. OW/ I),	 . r	 , 1	 -rd nature 	 daTirlfL to na ilea Does loaded
n•••nnnn..*+m

with dried fruit, che	 1 -ese prid similar mroducts

(.111 figlires raorencnt number of boxes)

Nature of damage

Part damaged. : Split: Split: Broken: Nails : 	 Crushed: Sheared:Total
:at :	 : Dulled: from :	 : from :
:	 : nails :	 : nails

Side edge of :.	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :

	

top or bottcm: 120	 :	 100 : • • • • • • • . • • • • • • •	 • •• •• • • : • • ••••••:••••••••
Side. • • • • • • • • : • • • • • • : • • • • • • : 	 71	 :	 20	 : • • • • • • . : • • • • • • • • : 	 2	

; 20,.,:3

End. • • • • •• • • • :	 4	 26 :	 -,

	

4,	 : • • • • • • • : • • • • • • • : ••• • • • • • • : • . • .• • • • : 	 c.,..,70

Top.. • • • • • • • • • : • • • • • • : • . • . • • :	 4	 :	 5	 :	 8	 : •:• • • • • • • • • • 4 • e • • ! 17
End of top...:	 2	 : • • • • • • : • • • • • • • : 	 4	 : • • • • • • • : • • a • • *e • : • • 0 ir• • • • : 	 6
Box (as a	 :.	 :	 :	 :

whole ) . :	 •	 •	 5_ • • • • • • : • • • • • •:•••••••: • • • • • • • : • • • • • • • : 	 5
• • • 4 .• • • • •

BO ttOni• • • • • • • : • • • • • • : • • • • • • : • • • • • • • : 	 2	 • • • • • • • • : • • • • • • • • •

	

,	 • 1	 :	 3•-,

End of side..: 	 2 •	 •
00 • • • • • • • • • •  • • •  : • • • • • • • . e e • • • •

Total.....: 128 : 126 : ir/7

2 Primarily due to moor stowin,7.

31 :	 8
• • • • • • • II • • • • • IV  :	 2•

5	 3	 :378
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Table 9.--Number of damaged boxes given in table 8_ with thickness of
lumber and nailing be 7 Ow the _recommendations of the

Forest  Products ;aboratori

(All figures represent number of boxes)

Boxes
Nature of damage

: Split : Split:Broken:Nails :Pulled:Crushed:Sheared:Total
at : :pulled: from :	 : from

: nails :	 :nails :	 : nails :

.	 :
Examined........: 128 : 126 : 1.77 : 31 :	 8 :	 5	 :	 3	 : 378
With side, top, :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :.
or bottom	 :	 :	 :	 :.	 :	 :

	

.	 ..	 .

thinner than :
recommended:a :

With nailing	 •
below Forest
Products Lab- ::
oratory rvom-
mendationl---

'Primarily due to poor stowing.

gA. total of 30 boxes were below the Forest Products Laboratory thickness
recommendation.

3:7.24. total of 5,284 boxes had nailing below the Forest Products Laboratory
recommendations.

insufficient nailing. The latter item shows the number of boxes in which
the poor nailing was evident to the observer at the time of examining
the boxes. The more comlete information given in tables 8 and 9 could
not have been obtained if a completedescription of the boxes had not
been provided by the records.

Another important group of failures in table 8 is that in which
the sides, ends, or to-p were broken. Such failures in boxes, if considered
without regard to surrounding circumstances, might ordinarily be taken as
an indication that the boards were not thick enough. In this group, 10 of
the 77 broken boxes had thinner boards than recommended by the Forest
Products Laboratory, s= but the records show that poor stowing in the
freight car was largely responsible for the damage. Here again , it is
apparent that a correct conclusion can be drawn only if the records are
made in sufficient detail.

Plaskett, C. A.	 See footnote 3.

	

:	 •

-.)	 •	 1	 :	 18„,),	 :	 2 :	 10	 :	 3	 0	 0	 :

.	 ::	 •

:	 :	 •

	126: 125;	 6 : 11 :	 8	 5	 :	 1	 : 282
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The further significance of these analyses involving details
of nailing and thickness of hung er is that they demonstrate the possi-
bility of determining whether or not some fault in the box construction
is responsible for damage. Although a small number of observations,
such as recorded here, might be taken as an indication that the nailing
or thickmeosof material was at fault, it is obvious that changes in
design should be made only after sufficient observations have been made
to show that the weakness to be overcome is a matter of continued re-
currence and not merely due to a chance instance of unusual handling,
or to exceptional transportation hazards.

Many more examples of the studies made on nailed Wooden
boxes could be given, but the foregoing are sufficient to show the kind
of information that can be obtained and the analyses that are made
possible by complete records.

In the survey of nailed wooden boxes many observations were
made of damage in less—than—carload shipments. For such shipments, the
tally sheets (form 6) were sometimes used in order to record the nature
of the shipment of which the damaged boxes were a part. An example of
such a record is shown in figure 9.

This survey, in addition to showing the kind of information
obtainable from detdled records, demonstrated also that little exper-
ience with shipping containers or knowledge of box design is necessary
in order to use the forms. A substantial part of the data for this
survey was recorded by a man who had no engineering training or
experience with shipping containers. The successful use of the forms
under these conditions is attributed to the simplicity of making the
records made possible by the organization of the forms.

Survey of Shipments  of Furniture

The survey of shipments of furniture recorded here differed
from the two surveys previously discussed in that it was not limited to
a definite type of container but was intended to include all kinds of
furniture shipments regardless of the types of containers used.

A variety of shipments was inspected and considerable infor-
mation was obtained, but the amount of data collected did not warrant
analysis on statistical machines.

A number of instances were found in which damage resulted
from stowing that permitted packages to tumble about or to shift
excessively as the result of sudden starting or stopping of the car.
Damage also resulted from attempts to fill the car completely without
regard for the position of the container in relation to its design or
to the design of the packing or commodity.
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In one car, containin if: such pieces as dressers, vanities,
chests, and bed ends, the crates were loaded_ as shown in figure 11.
However, the braces had not Leon securely fastened in place. During
transit one 0 the braces had loosened and crates from the upper layers
tumbled into the space above the single layer at the doorway. In
add.ition, bed rails placed on top of the crates had. shifted and. also
dropped into the doorway space. The end of one bundle of bed. rails
had lodged in the face of a vanity crate and shattered. the mirror,
and another had passed. 'between the top slats of a crate and. gouged. the
finished top of a vanity. A third crate, which was standing upright
in the second layer, had. a corner badly crashed when the shifting load
forced. it azainst the door post. Another crate, which was loaded. flat—
wise in the top layer, had. also been caught between the shifting load.
and. the door post. One slat of the crate was broken and. the face of
the crate to which a mirror was serewed had. been subjected. to twisting.
The mirror, as well as the mirror frame, had. been broken. Several
crates in the top layer farther back in the car containing dressers
had been broken, and the dressers therein damaged by be ,-1 rails that had
shifted back and forth lengthwise of the car and had acted like bater-
ing rams against the crates.

In this car most, if not all, of the damage might have been
avoided by two simple changes;  one would have been the secure fastening
in place of braces of the type that were used, which were otherwise
adequate. The other would have been loading the bed. rails with their
length across the car instead. of lengthwise and fastening them in place
to prevent shifting. This sitrole remedy became evident as soon as the
car door was opened.

In some of the cars inspected in this survey, the shifting of
the lading against the door made the load loose enough so that the
movement of the car caused considerable abrasion between adjacent
packages or between packages and. cc... r parts. In others, damage resulted
when a door was forced open with the packages resting aghinst it. Such
damage occurred. more frequently in cars of furniture wrapped in excelsior
pads or similar protecting materials than in cars of crated. furniture,
and the cause usually was traceable to the absence of door strips or to
the use of inadequate ones.

Figure 12 shows one of the observed methods used. for fastening
a mirror to a,face of a crate by means of screws driven only through the
lower slats. These slats were about one—half inch thick. In the crates,
which were stowed with the plane of the mirror parallel to the end of
the freight car, a sudden starting or stopping of the car caused the
slats to twist and bend. and the mirror to rotate to a certain extent about
its base. The rebound from the sprinc,: in the slats caused the top edge
of four vanity mirrors out of a carload to strike against the rigid, 3/4—
inch edge piece of the crate at the place marked A in figure 12. The
frame of a rni.-,-ror under such conditions would. be most likely to bend at
the points Y. and. 3 where the upper and. lower pieces of the frame are
joined., causing a break in the glass. The approximate position of the
break is shown in figure 12 by the dotted. line connecting points B1 and
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B. This dafdage could have been avoided br fastening the screws Si and

S2 nearer the top of the crate as at N1 and N; and by making the crate
higher so that the uprier part of the mirror aoula clear the edge piece
marked A. In this example, it is alYparent that the position of the
crate in the car, the nature of the break in the mirror, the thickness
of the slats in the face of the crate to which the mirror was fastened,
and. the position of the screws holding the mirror are all important
details without which the facts regarding the cause of damage would
have been incomplete and a simple rerie v less easily determined.

Damage to furniture in transit as observed in this survey
could seldom be traced to a single cause. Some of the examples dis-
cussed here involved as many as four causes. The correction or elimin-
ation of all the causes would rarely be possible or necessary. Ordinarily,
the correction of one condition would reduce the likelihood of damage
resulting from the others. However, unless ample information is obtained
regarding the various causes, it would not be possible to determine tneir
relative importance and to decide on the most effective and easily
applied remedy.

SIGNI NI CANOE OF INFORMATION OBTAINED
FROM NORMS 

The foregoing analyses of the data from the trial surveys show
that by means of uniform and detniled data on damage to goods in transit
the causes of the damage can be determined and remedies suggested.

The survey of carload shi pments of caned foods in fiber boxes
in addition to showing the characteristic wenknesses of fiber boxes
when shipped, pointed out the need for eliminating certain outStaading
transportation hazards 4 Althoughtae study was not considered as neces-
sarily representing general conditions, the results have been used a
number of times by railway organizations in showing their employees how
to improve certain loading and handling conditions with the view of
reducin,l' damage claims. The results of the furniture survey have been
used in like manner by railway orgaaizations.

The analyses of data from the wooden-box survey shows that the
weaknesses of boxes can be determined and the information can be used as
a basis for improvement. Analysis such as that relating to thickness of
lumber and nailing is of value not only as a basis for improving the
boxes studied, but also adds to the information needed to make the exist-
ing design formulas and rules more generally applicable. Consider, for
example, the formula for finding the minimum thickness cf lumber re-
commended for nailed wooden boxes. The formula, which is based on years
of active study of shipAng containers, is ex pressed as follows:
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t = K N/Tv in which

t = thickness to be determined; w = cross weight of box; b = width of
box side whose thickness is to be determined;

K = a factor whose value depends on: (1) style of box, (2) species of
wood, (3) number of stra ps with Which the box is reinforced, (4) class
of commodity, and (5) nature of transportation and storage conditions.

Suitable values of K have been determined for only a fe y  sets
of conditions. For unstrapped boxes carrying average commodities in
domestic shipment values of one eighthand one tenth for group 1 and 2
and group 3 and 4 woods, resnectively, have been found to give satis-
factory results. However, little has been done in the classifying of
commodities and seldom does a shinDer have sufficient knowledge of the
transportation and storage conditions to which his product is subjected,
Hence any shipper who determines the applicability of the suggested
rules and formulas to the design of his own packages is in effect
classifying his own commodity as well as his own shipping conlor,;
and thus either establishing values for factors not yet known or
verifying or disproving previously assigned values.

A shipper who is interested in improving his shipping containers
and practices or who is interested in determining the cause of damaffe to
his shipments can independently make use of the technic described in
this publicationo It is not necessary for him to complete a large-seale
survey nor employ costly statioticd, machines before lie can ap .3ly such
information as he can personally obtain. Careful examination of the
failures that occur in service will often reveal to the shipper the
primary weakness in his container and suggest the changes that are neces-
sary to prevent damage. At times it may be advantageous to use laboratory
tests to reproduce the failures and determine the primary weaknesses.

Even though the shipper finds that damage has occurred because
of excessive transportation hazards rather than because of a deficiency
in his containers, he will have obtained information of value forgetting
the cooperation of the transportation agency in eliminating or reducing
the hazards. In fact, the railroads are not only in an advantageous
position for cooperating in such studies but they have in various ways
shown their willingness to help improve shipping conditions both in
helping the shipper to improve his packages and in reducing the hazards
that the packages encounter in transit. The shipper could also
undoubtedly obtain valuable cooperation from receivers of his merchandise,
many of whom would be glad to pre pare records of shipments which they
receive.

In recording observations of containers in service, it is not
necessary that the forms be completely filled out by each shipper, but
it is important that he record all of the data applying to his commidity.
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Experience indicates that the detail taken is usually inadequate and
that when additional detail is lecoraed, methods of attack are found. in
analysis which were not apparent at the time that the observations were
made. Hence, when there is doubt as to whether or not data are appli-
cable to the problem being studied., the suggestion is made that they be
included in the records. Skill and efficiency in interpreting failures
that occur in service are quickly acquired through experience, and the
shipper soon finds that if proper detailed records are made, much
valuable information can be obtained even when all of the circumstances
surrounding instances of damage are not completely known. A carefully
prepared description of the nature of damage alone can often reveal the
nature of the hazard responsible for the damage as well as the remedies
for it. The records of the furniture survey previously mentioned
showing different ways in which dresser mirrors were found to be broken
may illustrate what is meant. Thus the mirror which was struck by a
bundle of bed rails showed the usual failure consisting of cracks
radiating in all directions from the point of impact; the mirror that
was broken by swinging within the crate and striking the rigid edge
member had the characteristic horizontal crack across its face; while the
mirror that was broken bz, the twisting of the crate showed cracks
radiating from a point at an edge. The nature of the damage in the first
of these examples suggests either that the crate be so built as to pro-
tect the mirror from external blows or that such blows be eliminated..
The second example indicates the need for improving the details of pack—
lag, while the third reqiires that twisting of the mirror be preventel
be improved methods of bracing, packing, or stowing in the car.

In conducting studies of this kind, the individual will not
only have gone a long way in developing containers that give maximum
service for his own use, but he will have acquired much basic information
which through cooperation with others will be of indirect benefit to him
in improving packing and shipping practices as a whole.

•
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_UTE;MIX

Sample Code Sheet for Nailed Wooden—Crate  Form

Form 1

Distance (5) note: Actual number of miles may be recorded on data form.

O. -- Not known.	 3. -- 151 to 300.	 6. -- 1,001 to 1,400.

1. -- 50 or less miles.	 4. -- 301 to 600.	 7. -- 1,401 to 1,800.

2. -- 51 to 150.	 5. -- 601 to 1000.	 8. -- 1,801 to 2,400.

9. -- 2,400 or mn2e(,

Space in car when inspected:

(12) Lengthwise.	 W) Sidewise.

O. -- None.	 O. -- None.

At one end;	 Through car:

1. -- Less than 6 inches.	 1. -- Less than 4 inches.

2. -- 6 to 12 inches.	 2. -- 4 inches or more.

3. -- More than 12 inches. 	 Less at door:

At each end:	 3. -- Less than 4 inches.

4. -- Less than 6 inches.	 4. -- 4 inches or more.

5. -- 6 to 12 inches.	 More at door:

6. -- More than 12 inches.	 5. -- Less than 4 inches.

Distributed:	 6. -- 4 inches or more.

7. -- Less than 6 inches.	 One end only.:

S. -- 6 to 12 inches.	 7. -- Less than 4 inches.

9. -- More than 12 inches.	 8. -- 4 inches or more.

Loose at door.
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Commodity: Name.

Tentative code  (29)  for furniture survey:

I. -- Dressers, vanities, buffets, etc., with mirrors attached, or in
same crate.

C- -- Dressers, vanities, buffets, chests of drawers, chiffoniers,
wooden cabinets, etc., without mirrors or glass or with
mirrors or glass in separate packages.

3. -- Dining room, library, and other heavy tables.

4. -- Lightweight or small tables.

5. -- Upholstered chairs, settees, davenports.

6. Chairs, not upholstered, all kinds; piano benches, foot stools

Kitchen tables, cabinets, etc., with enamel parts.

Stoves with enamel parts -- gas, kerosene; ovens, etc.
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Worm 2

Size of  container:

Thickness:
	

	 Width:
(5) Edge pieces,	 (6) Edge pieces.

(12) Struts.	 (13) Struts.‘

(19) Slats.	 (20) Slats.

(26) Wood braces.	 (27) Wood braces.

(3)4) Sheathing.	 (36) Suspension pieces.

0. --
1. -- -17—inch or less.
2.-- 3/8 inch.

3.--- 7/16 inch.

4. -- 1/2 inch.

5. -- 9/16 inch.

6. -- 5/8 inch.

7. -- 11/16 or 3/4 inch.

6. -- 25/32 or 15/16 inch.

9. -- 7/8 inch or more.

0.--
1. -- 1-1/4 inches or less,
2. -- Over 1-1/4 to 1-1/2 inches.

3. -- Over 1-1/2 to 2 inches.

4. -- Over 2 to 2-1/2 inches.

5. Over 2-1/2 to 3 inches.

6. -- Over 3 to 4 inches.

7. -- Over 4 to 5 inches,

S. -- Over 5 to 6 inches.

9. -- Over b Inches.

Diagonal braces:

	  Metal (33):
0. --	 5. -- 8-gage wire.

1. -- 1/2-inch width - strap. 6. -- 10-gage wire.

2. -- 5/8-inch width - strap. 7. -- 13-gage wire.

3. -- 3/4—itich width - strap. 8. -- 15-gage wire.

4. 9.

•
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Marks show the number of braces and their Position.

•
Diagonal
braces
wood. O. -- None O. -- None O.	 None O. -- None O.	 None

1.	 1	 1.	 1. -- 1	 \	 1 \	 1.

2.__X 	 2. V 0	 r-)	 2 X 2.	 2)(L_ •	 , C- •
•

3, -- 2\\ 3. 2\\	 --	 \\ 3. -- 2 \ 	 3. -- 2\\

4, -- 2 A 14. -- 2  7\	 /N\

J.	 5•	 5. ....... 3 ,	 5 • ....... 3_,YA 5.	 3/A:\

6. -- 3z\z: 6. -- .5 ,,71/6. -- 3 „---\, 6, __ 3 ,/,,,,,,,,, 6.
 __

7. ....._ La:.... 
7
	 ...... 7

,	 .,	 I. -- )
\A; 7	 -7

-,........___	 N.\'." 7.

0. -- 3 \\\\, c:;. - -,--- 3  _ \\\ C. -- 3:Y\\ S. ....._ _ 
,	 i %
) \  \

9 . -- Other 5.. -- Other 9. -- Other 9, -- Other 9. -- Other

•

S pecies o wood:

Frame (35).	 Sheathing (40).

	  •••n••nn••n•••!.........

2. -- Other conifers, group 1. ) Group 1.	

)
1. -- Soft pine.

) 	 n/
3. -- Broadleaf, group 1.	 )	 )

)
4. -- Douglas fir	 )	 )'

)	 )
5. -- Southern yellow pine.) For groups of

r	
)

) Group 2.

)	
)

o. -- Other group 2.	 )	 )	 species see
)

7 . -- All ol	 Group 3.	 )	 page 37.

S. -- Beech, birch, maple.	 )	 )
) Group	 14.	 /

9. -- Other group 4.	 )	 n/
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Nails and other fastenings:

Kind of nail, etc.	 Size of nail	 lumber in each end.
(2).(0(50)(54)(5)

	

	
( 14$)(47) (51)(44)(4g)(52)(60)(52)

Punch number recorded.t

0. --

14	 Smooth box.	 1. -- 10 penny.

•

2. i. Coated box.	 2. -- 12 penny.

,-,ip. .4— toated cooler or sinker. 3. -- 3 penny.

44	 Barbed cooler or sinker. 4. -- 4 penny.

5. -- Special, as egg caso 5.	 5 penny.

orange box, etc.	 6. - S penny.

6. -- Common.	 7. -- 7 penny.

7. -- Barbed common.	 S.	 8 penny.

E. -- Staples.	 9 .	 9 penny..

SpPciLE
(56)

0. --

1. -- 1-1/4 inches.

2. -- 1-1/2 inches.

5. -- 1-3/4 inches..

4. -- 2	 inches.

5. -- 2-1/2 inches.

6. - 3	 inches.

7. -- 5-1/2 inches...

U. inches,

9. -- 4-1/2 inches

or more..
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•
_

(0,_) and (63) used. for two -precedipc,insteado, asitems, respectively,

originally shown on form.

(64) Reinforcement:
	

No.

Nucl)er
	

Position

0. -- None

1. -- 1
	

Around_ girth

C_ -- 2	 Around girth.

• --

5. -- 2 pieces.

6. - 14 Die,',us.

Ems of suspension strips.

Ends of suspension stri-Qs. 

.......,  

nn •
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San  le Code Sheet for NP.iled Wooden-Box Form
+. nrr

Form 1

(5) Distance (miles).

1. -- 50 or less.	 4. --	 301 to 600..	 7. -- 1,401 to 1,500.

2. -- 51 to 150.	 5. --	 601 to 1,000.	 5. -- 1,501 to 2,400.

3. -- 151 to 300.	 6.. -- 1,001 to 1,400. 	 9. -- 2 ) 401 or more.

(37) (35) Weight per box.

Form 2

	

--- ...... _ Thickness ____
(5) Style	 (0) Ends (7) Cleats	 0) Sides,. (5) Top	 (11)- Cleats........

(1q) Bottom.
0. 4....

	• n ••
 ___

0. ,--- Hone (cleats)	
. n .............n ....

0. -- None

1. -- 1	 1. -- , )/S in.or less .	1. -- 1,1/4 in. orI:* -- 1/4 in.
or less	 less

2. -- 2	 2, ,---- 7/16 in * .	 2.-- 5/16 in...,	 2. ,...- 11/2 in.

33. -- )	 3. -- 1/2 in. ..	 3., -- 3/8 in.	 3,- 1-3/4 i_n. .

4. -- 4	 4.--- W16. in. ,	 4.. -7/16 in*.... 4.. :-- 2 in*

5. -- 5	 5.. -- 5/5 in*	5.-,--- 1/2 in*	5„,...,---2-1/2 in*

b. -- 6	 6. ,...-11/16_..in.._	 6._--, 9/16 in. .:	 6. -3 in.

7 , ,- 5/5 in* ..7. ,-, 2-1/2 7..--- 3/4 to 13/16 I_11...	 7.: .,--- 3-1/2 in...

8. __	 5 --- 7/5 in..,	 E. ,- 3/4 to	 5,,,--14- in..
15/16 in.,...„

9. -- 	  9. -,---1-1/5 in, :or more...-5.„..,--•7/5 in, or 9,---4-1/2 in * .
more

•
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•
Number of -oieces.

(12) Ends.

(13) Sides.  

(14) Top and	 (21)	 (22) Center	 Kind, of nail
Bottom	 Battens	 partition	 (23)(26)(25)(32) 

0. -- None 0. -- None

Nail size
(24)(27)

• (30)(33) 

Penny

1. -- 1	 1. --	 1. --	 1. -- Box - plain.	 1. -- 10

2. -- 122. -- 2	 -)c_..• _	 2. --	 2. -..- Box - cement
coated.

3. __ 3 	 3• --	 3. --	 3. ...._ Cooler or	 3. -- 3
sinker ce-

4. -- 4	 4• --	 4. --	 merit coated.	 4• -- ‘,4

,.R	 4. ,- Do, barbed.	 5. ....... 5-- )	 5. ...._	 5. __

6. -- 6	 6. --	 6. -,	 5. -- Common ,- plain. 6. -- 6

7. - 7	 -7
t • --	 7. --	 6. -- Common - barbed. 7. ......... 7

	

--	 7. -- Egg case.	 g. ...... g

09. -- J	 9. --	 0. __	 8. -- Orange box.	 9. __ 9

c __.J•
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7.	 7.

S.	 S.

9- --

•
Spacing of nails Size of strap
( 2 5)( 28)(3 1 )(3 4 )	 .	 (36)

(57) Size
WI0.,	 ro

Special (38)	 Units per
reinforcement (45) box     

0. -- None	 0. -- None	 0. -,- None	 0. -- None

1. -- 1-1/4 in. 1. -- 3/8 x 0.015 1. -- 13 gage 1. .... ... 	 1. --

2. -- 1-,1/2 I	_n• 2. -- 1/2 x 0.015 2. -- 15	 2. 0.......	 2

3. -- 1-3/4 in. 3. -- 5/8 x 0.015 3 . -- 10,	 r	 3. .....	 3.

4. -- 2 in.	 4. -- 3/4 x 0.015 4. -- 16	 4. .....	 4.

	

3. -- 2-1/4 in. 5. -- 3/8 x 0.020 5. -- 16
	

5.	 5.

•

6. -- 2-1/2 in. 6. -- 1/2 x 0.020 6. -- 19

7. - 3 in.	 7. -- 5/8 x 0.020

S. -- 3-1/4 in. 8. -- 3/4 x 0.020

.9 .	 , in. or	 9. --
more

0

(j. -- 10

S ecies

For groups of species see page 37.
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•
Principal Species of 'Mod Used. For Boxes

11-1 following species of wJod. are arrtinGd into groups for use

with the forms for recordj.ng damage to package goods in transit;

Grou:p I

Aspen.	 fir;al it L2.	 Pine, Norway.

Aspen, 1.arFetoo61-)... 	 Fir, balsam.	 Pine, ponderosa.

Basswood,'	 Fir; California red,:	 Pine, sugar.

:Rut tern-at
	

Fir, icwland white.	 Pine, western white.

Bur..keye,ellow“	 Fir, nole.	 Poplar, yellow.

Ceaar, northern T-Aite.	 Fir, silver.	 Redwood.

CedLr, Port Orford,	 nr, white,	 Spruce, Engelmann.

Cedar, westrr red.	 Maenolia,	 Spruce, red.

Chestnut.	 Magnola, evergreen.	 Spruce, Si tka.

Cottonwood, black.	 Pine, jock,,	 Spruce, white.

Cottonlivood, eas.6erli. 	 ?Ma, lodzepole	 Willow, black.

Cydl-ess, southern,	 northern white.	 Willow, western black.

•

Doalas, fir.

Hemlock, eastern.

Hemlock, western

Larch, western.

Group 2

Pine, 1obiolly.

Pine, longleaf.

Pine, mountain.

Pine, pitch.

Pine, pond.

Pine, shortleaf.

Pine, slash.

Tamarack.
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Group 3

Ash, black.	 Gum, black.
	 Maple, silver.

Ash, pumpkin.	 G-0..m, red.
	 Sycamore.

American..	 Gum, tupelo.

Group 4

Ash, green.	 Elm, rock.	 Maple, sugar.

Ash, white.	 Elm, slippery.	 Oaks, red.

3eech.	 Hackberry.	 Oaks, white.

Birch, sweet.	 Hickory.

Birch, yellow.	 Maple, black.

•

•
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Exianation of Terms Used on Forms for RecoHinr,
Dana --, to Package Goods in Transit

Blow. -- An impact or force suddenly applied to a box,
such as the closing of a car door against it. This term was not
used when it was possible to apply any of the others in the same
column.

CatchinE.	 Taking hold of forcibly by hands or hooks,
or becoming entangled in an obstruction during normal motion, such
as movement on a conveyor.

Crushed. -- Mashed or broken to the extent of compli-
cating the recording of all the failures. (This item is intended
to show that the box is completely demolished and beyond repair.)

Dented. -- Marked or indented by external forces to
the extent of weakening the box or damaging the contents or both.

Glue. -- Used as synonymous with adhesives.

Glue failure. -- A separation at glued surfaces of tape
used either for sealing the flaps or the body joint of a box or of
flaps sealed with adhesives.

Knockout. -- Torn or cut along the entire length of one
edge.

Puncture., -- A hole or opening pierced through the box
board of such extent as to injure the contents or expose them to
loss or damage.

• Shiftin. — A changing of position or movement of the
container, such as a sliding along the floor of a railroad car
or of one container upon another.

Weaving.	 A back—and—forth motion, such as the action
on a box caused by the swaying of a box car when running.

R1042
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•

Forms for Common TyPes of Containers

Sujgested forms for the common types of containers are shown

in figares 13 to 36.

Figure 13. -- Fiber box shipment descri-ntion -- form 1.

Ficure	 77iber box lot descri p tion -- form 2.

Figure 15. -- Pibor box recor(t of damage	 form 3.

Figure IS. -- Fiber box cause of throoe-- form A.

Figure 17. -- Nail ed wooden box shi'?ment description -- form 1.

Fiure	 Nai2ed Toocien box descri p tion -- form 2.

Figure	 wooeen box record of ea.APe -- form 3.

Figure 20. -- Nai l ed wooden box cause of dama,-;e -- form 4.

Figure 21. -- Cleated plywood and similar ty pe containers shirment

decri-p tion -- form 1.

Figure 22. -- Cleated 71ywood and similar type containers lot

descrip tion -- form 2.

Figure 23. -- Cleated plywood and similar type containers -- record

of dc,:tmae -- form 3.

Figure 24. -- Cleated plywOod and similar type containers cause of

damage -- form 4.

Figure 25. -- Nailed wooden crate shipment description -- form 1.

Figure 26. -- Nailed wooden crate lot description -- form 2.-

Figure 27, -- Nailed wooden crate record of damage -- form 3.
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Figure 28. -- Nailed wooden crate cause of damage -- form 4.

Figure 29. -- Hinged corner crate shi p:Aent descrip tion -- form 1.

Figure 30. -- Hinged corner crate lot descrip tion -- form 2.

Figure 31. -- Hinge corner crate record of damage -- form 3.

Figure 32. -- Hinge corner crate cause of damage -- form 4.

Figure 33. -- Tire-bound crate shipment descri p tion -- form 1.

Figure 34. -- Tire-bound crate lot c:escriltion -- form 2.

Figure 35. -- Wire-bound crate record of damage -- form 3.

Figure 36. -- Tire-bound crate cause of damage -- form 4.

•
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FIBER BOX —	 rye 1.�1	 --._jicription	 Form 1

Prof. No. 	 	 Car No. 	 	 R.R. 	 Lot No. 	
(1)(2) 3)(4)

Date

Routing	 Distance
SEUL

(7) TYPE OF CAR	 (8)MENT
1 Refrigerator	 1 Trap
2 Express	 2 L.C.L.
3 Box	 3 C.L.
4 Auto or	 4 Express

furniture	 5 L.C.L.*
5	 	 6 C.L.*
6 Plat	 7
7 Container	 8
8 Truck
9 Truck and

*More than one lot to the car.

Inspected at 	
Shipped by
Consignee

City,	Cit
	 City

	

(5),	 Dumber of
CRABACTIIR
ip) OF LOAD
1 Unit
2 Straight joint
3 Step joint
4 Staggered across
5 Interlocked
6 Combination
7 Nixed
8 *Tumbled

9	 9 	
(10)1 Through load

2 Divided load
3 One end only

transfers t 6) 	

j) CONDITION 07 LOAD
1 Tumbled at doorway
2 Tumbled at end of car
3 Tumbled elsewhere
4 Resting against door
5 Partial top layer

disheveled
6 Shifted	 inches
7 Apparently O.K.
8 	

pAcz IN CAR WHEN INSPECTED
12 Le thwise

inches
Where	

13 Sidewise
	 inches
Where	

(22) Condition of draft gears:

PUNNAGE
(14) Bulkheads, etc.

0 None. 1 Loose.
2 Nailed. 3 Braced.

(15) 0 Door strips 1
(16) 0 Wall lining 1
(17) 0 Floor cover 1
(18) 0 ,	  1

1 seated; 2 apparently O.K.;

CONDITION OF CAR
(19) 0 Floor rough 1
(20) Protruding parts:

0 None. 1 Nails
2 Bolts. 3 Fixtures.
4 Old blocking, etc.

(21) Defective parts:
0 None. 1	

3 not known.

(23) 0 No evidence of rough handling of car.
1 Evidence of rough handling of car 	

Show position of
lots and condition

of load:

jagot Description (General)

No. boxes in lot	 No. of layers in this lot in car	
(24)(25)(26)(27)	 (28)

COMMODITY: Name(29) ,	  No. per box (30)
TEIii;;&ctured:(Set up: (1 - in the rough) (2 - in the white)(3 finished)

(Knocked down: (4 - in the rough)(5 - in the White)(6 - finished)

(32)TTPE OF CONTAINER: --- (5 - solid fiber) -- (9 - corrugated)
(33)STYLE: (1 - one piece)(2 - separate cover)(3 - fiber board wrapper)

(4 -	 )(5	 )(6

SIZE OF CONTAINER: Inches: L 	 D	 D	 Gross wt.
(Outside dimensions)	 (34)(35) (36)(37) (38)(39)

(43)	 (0 none)(1	 )(2 -
( 44).	 (0 none)(1	 )(2 - 

lbs.-
(40)(41)(42

)(3 -
)(3 -

•

•
Figure 13.--fiber box shipment description -- form 1.



FIBER BOX -- jgca Description (Continued) -- Form 2

Description of parts and method of packing. Lot No. 	
(1)(2)(3)(4)

(7)B0pTJOIXT =AL M=
0 None	 0 None
1 Glued	 Outer meet. 
Staples:	 inner apart:
2 2-1/2' or less 1 Less than 68
3 Over 2-1/2 8 	2 More than 68
2t19.: 	3 Pads used
4 Cloth 28 	4 Inner meet
5 Cloth 3 8 	 Outer overlap 
6 Paper 2 8 	 18 or more: 
7 Paper 3"	 5 Inner meet,
8 	 	 or overlap
9	 6 Inner do not

meet
7 Pads used

(12)TEST WING (13)GRAIN
97 BOARD 	 DIRECTION 

ONone	 0 	
1 175	 1 Up and down
2 200	 2 Around
3 275	 3 At 450
4 480	 4 	
5 	
6 	
7
8

Solid fiber:
1 Jute liners
2 Kraft liners
3 	
Amble faced
corrizaed:
4 Jute liners
5 Kraft liners
6 Chip liners

109bli pall 
alEBEII144
8 Jute liners
9 Kraft liners

CLOSURES 
(9)pottom
0 None
1 Adhesives
2 Combination
3 Straps only
4 Cord
St 1 s	 e 
5 2-1 2 8 or less	 5
6 More than 2-1/24 	6
LAMILV
7 28 all seams	 7
8 38 all seams	 8
9

TO, flO) 
01
2
3
4

MATERIAL OF
(6)COR2UGATIONS 
1 Strawboard
2 Chestnut
3 Pine wood
4 	
5 ,
6 Not known

(11)COTAR
0 None
Stapled: 
1 One separate
2 Two separate
3 One attached
2112,d
4 One separate
5 Two separate
6 One attached
7 	
8 	
9

WON ;PD: Species (14)	 	 Thickness (15) 	
Nails: Kind my-	 Size (17)	 Spacing (18) 	

(19) to (63) inclusive may be used for additional description. Write it here:

(69)AFKORAGE(70) 
0 O None	 0
1 1 Nails	 1
2 2 Screws	 2
3 3,	  3

4 	  4
4 5 Wires	 5
5 6 Straps	 6
6 7 Wood strips 7
7 8 Padded wood 8
8	 strips
9	 9,	

0 None
1 Fastened.
2 Supported
3 Held in place
4 Held between)
5 Boxed.
6 Blocked in
7 Floated

9

REINFORCEMENT: 0 none (1 - cord (2 wire)(3 -
(5 - tape, inside)(6 • tape, outside)(? -

0p OP PACKING MA ARTICLES

7)0N.	 TO. wiTg(sa)
o o None
1 1 Box parts
2 2 Wood frame
As 3 hided corr.
4 board pads
5 4 Wood strips
6 6 Die cut forms
7 6 Pads, excelsior
8 7 Pressed. pulp forms
9 8 flat corr. pads

9 Excelsior, etc.

strap)(4 - liner, inside)
)(8-	 )

2111AAELM121/.
0 None	 0
1 Corr. board	 1
2 Kraft paper 2
3 Waterproofed

paper
4 Burlap	 4
5 Cloth, etc.	 5
6 Excelsior pads 6
7	 7
a 	 a
9	 9

(Write on blank line the number of item in above columns which apply.)
Mirrors packed in individual packages mast have a separate lot description.

•

Figuxe 14.--Fiber box lot description -- form



0= Not
damaged
in oar

FIBER BOX — Aecorksajbam — Form 3

Box No. 	 Location Zone (48)_____________Xayer (49) ,	Lot	
(45)(44)(47)

( Also show location in sketch. below)

(50)Is longest-dimension of box (1 - lengthwise)(2 - across)(3 - vertical)
in car?

Was box recoopered previous to this inspectiong0 - no)(1 - yes. Howl 	 ),

l _..e-- TO BOX	 D, E TO '. K  NG MAMMAL
MO P 'T	 OM 54 k L o n , 	 C3111t1 58 ND P__ —

00 None,	 00 None	 00 00 None
10 End	 10 Broken	 10 10 Wooden supports
20 Side	 20 Split	 20 20 Blocking
30 Top	 30 Punctured	 30 30 Padding
40 Bottom	 40 Pulled fastenings	 40 40 	
50 Vertical edge	 50 Pulled from fastenings 50 50 	
60 Horizontal end edge	 60 Dented	 60 60 Anchorage
70 Horizontal side edge	 70 Split at fastenings	 70 70 Wrappings
80 Body joint	 80 Lacerated	 80 80 Inside box
90 Corner	 90 Glue failure	 90 90 Wood. frame
01 Top closure	 01 	 _ O1 01 Fiber supports
02 Bottom closure	 02 Crashed	 02 02 Die cut forms
03 Flap	 03 Torn	 03 03 Pressed pulp forms
04 Cord or strap	 04 Wetted.	 04 04 	
05 	  05 Out of place	 05 05 	
06 Girth	 06 Lost	 06 06
07 Wooden end	 07 Wrinkled	 07 07
08 Nails	 08 Knockout	 08 08 	
09 Entire box	 09 Punctured and torn	 09 09	 	

=ENT OF DAMAGE _ , 	 	 .r_....
55 	 BOX	 (60)TO PACKING

0	 kat	 0
1	 igiaLt - weakened but not materially damaged	 1

2	 pioderate- materially damaged ( contents exposed to damage) 	 2
3	 Serious - affords little protection but can be repaired 	 3
4	 ,Complete - ought to be replaced	 4

DAMAGE TO CONTENTS
(61) PART 1.§..2LMINLE	 LW) EXTENT

0 None	 0 None	 0 None
1 Top	 1 Dented or bent	 1 Value reduced but
2 Side	 2 Broken (or shattered) 	 serviceable
3 Front	 3 Chipped	 2 Repair necessary
4 Drawer	 4 Scratched or chafed	 3 Cost to restore value
5 Legs	 5 Torn	 is excessive
6 Glass	 6 Racked
7 Mirror	 7 Soiled or wetted	 (64) No. of waits lost
8 Corner post	 8 Split	 or damaged:
9 	 	 9 Glue joint open

Figure 15.--Fiber box record of damage 	 form 3.



FIBER BOX -- Cause of Damage -- Form 4

APPAY"'	 'ASSES I WEAKNESSES OBSERVED
(68) IN PACKING 
0 None
1 Too loose
2 too tight
3 Defective packing

material

65
	 I

O None
1 Weak tape
2 Weak staples
3 Low test board
Wooden end:
4 Decayed
5 Knotty
6 Shrunken
7 Wet lumber
a 	

69 PA T OR
(0 - none)(l

0 None
Crease
1 Cracked
2 Too wide
3 Toolnarrow
,marts too 
4 Wide
5 Narrow
6 Long
7 Short

	V11111.1•00=0.111•411

SS I OMMODITY
)(2•

GE TO BQAL
SHI

O None
Stapled closure 
1 Poor clinch
2 Far apart
3 Near edge
4
Taped closure 
5 Poorly placed
6 	
Glued cip sure 
7 Poor gluing

Area glued
222E
8
9

)(3-

6
7
8

)(4

6
7
8
9

KIND OP
j,70) FORCE 
O None
1 Pressure
2 Blow
3 Drop
4 Weaving
5 Twisting
6 Sliding.
7 Shifting
8 Catching
9 Exposure to

liquid

HANDLING
1.2.11EgAlagE
0 None
1 In transit
2 Tracking
3 Combined
Manhandling:
4 Packing
5 Loading
6 Unloading

7 In chutes
8 On conveyors
9 Hoisting

ROUGH USAGE
7 0P CRATE

O No evidence of
Accidental

2 Careless
3 Intentional
4 Conditions not

ascertained

CONTRIBUTING
iNi_2002I2M
0 None
1 Contents shifted

within crate
2 Dunnage failure
3 Poor stowing in

car
4 Weakened by storage
5 Failure of adjacent

lading
6 Car floor high
7 	
8 	
9

AGENTS. EQUIPMENT. ETC INVOLVED IN CAUSE OF DAggE

ZITAIAGAMJEL
(74) CAR PARTS 
O None
1 Door posts.
2 Floor, floor racks
3 Wall loops, bolts
4 Corner strip
5 Bulkhead post,

edge or hinge
6 Frame members
7 Roof parts
8 Wall
9 Door

(75)CAR CONTENTS,
0 None
1 Door strip
2 Bulkhead
3 Nails
4 Blocking
5 Decking
6 Buffing
7 Adjacent lading
petween: 
8 Car part & lading
9 Parts of lading

ON. IN. AGAINST.
126)MOISTURE,
0 None
1 Rain, snow

2 Ice (in car)
3 Condensation
1.,eakaaes
4 From car roof,

etc.
5 Of own contents.
6 Of adjacent

contents

OR BY: 
77 MISC

0 None
1 Pillar, post
2 Wall
3 Railing
4 Floor
5 Conveyor

part
6 Sling, net

or platform
7 Lashing
8 Truck
9 Hand hook

(78) Disposition of damaged box: (0 none)(1 - recoopered)(2 - claim filed)
(79) Disposition of damaged commodity: (0 none)(1 - repaired)(2 - claim filed)
(80) 1 Cause of damage as recorded is known. 2 Probable.

Pi gure 1 .--Fiber box cause of damage -- form .



Show position of lot
and condition of

load:

)1ALAIL:  -2111111304 -r."' Shipleat Description — Form a.

Proj. No.	 Cbir No.	 R.R. 	 ,Lot No.,	
(1)(2)(3)(4)

Inspected at	 By	 Date
Shipped by	 City	 -	
Consignee	 City
Routi
Distance17—	,	 _Number of transfers (63----

Ship	 Character	 Space in car when inspected:
PlazaAtsat , ( 8 ) meat (9)of load	 (11)Lenothwise	 Llals§jkjgat
1 Refrigerator 1 Trap	 1 Unit	 • 0 None	 0 None
2 Express	 2 L.C.L. 2 Straight	 At one end.:	 Trish car:
3 Box	 3 C.L.	 Joint	 1 Less than 6*	 1 Less than 4*
4 Anto or	 4 Express 3 Step t	 2 6° to 12t	2 4* or more

farnitud L) 5 L.C.L.* 4 Staggered	 3 More than 120	Less ,pt door:
5 Gondola	 6 C.L.*	 across	 Aii94916.-1M40	 3 Less than 4s
6 Flat	 7	 5 Interlocked 4 Less than 6 0	 4 4* or more
7 Container	 8 	  6 Combination 5 6° to 124	More at door:
8 Track	 9	  7 Mixed	 6 )ore than 12*	 5 Less than 4*
9 Truck ands	 8 Jumbled	 DAstri)mted:	 6 4" or more

9 	 7 Less than 6*	 One end
1 Through load 8 6* to 12°	 7 Less than 4*

*More than one lot (10) 2 Divided *	 9 More than 12°	 8 4" or more
to the car.	 9 Loose at door

ilaggalktiALJILLtel h!..,.; e	 92a411124kaLmt

1 Tumbled at doorway (14 O 
:_

None	 (21) 1 Interior O.K.
2 Tumbled at end of	 1 Loose bulkheads	 2 Dirt sifted in

car	 2 Balled	 I	 (22) 1 Floor dirty
3 Tumbled elsewhere	 3 Braced	 I	 (23) 1 Floor rough
4 Resting against door(15) 1 Door strips	 (24) 1 Protruding nails
5 Partial top layer, (16) 1 Decking	 2 Portruding bolts

disheveled	 (17) 1 Buffing	 (25) 1 Old blocking
6 Shifted	 inches (18) 1 Wall lining	 (26) 1 Paper dust
7 Apparently O.K.	 (19) 1 Floor cover	 (27) 1 Door bad order
8 	  (20) 0 No floor racks (28) 1 Leaky roof
9	 1 Floor racks	 (29) 1 Heated: 2 Iced

(30) Draft gears: 1 Seated
2 Apparently O.K.

(31) 0 No evidence of rough handling of car

	

1 Evidence of rough handling of car	

No. boxes in lot_No. of layers	 Gross wt.per box	
(32)(33)(34)(35 	 7375 	 (37)(38)

Outside dimensions of box, inches: L	 w	 ))
(39)(40)	 (41)(42)	 43 44

Figure 17.--Nailed wooden box shipment description -- form 1.



(1-2-3-4)
Reshipped)(X4 Returnable

Edge Joints 
Stops,tops

Ends	 Cleats	 bottoms
(15)	 (16)	 (17)

1	 1	 1
2	 2	 2
3	 3	 3
4	 4	 4
5	 5	 5
6	 6	 6
7	 7	 7
8	 8	 8
9	 9

(5) Style 	
Thickness 

(X1 New)(12 Reused)(13
Species 

Tops
bot-
toms
(20)

1

2
3

4

5
6

7

8
9

(6) Ends 	  (List)
(7) Cleats 	
(8) Sides	  Soft Pine
(9) Top	  Other conif. Gr.1
(10)Bottom	 Broad-leafed Or. 1
Battebs	  Douglas fir
Ctr. Partition	 Southern Yellow Pine
Width	 Other Group 2
11 Cleats	 All of Group 3

No. of Pieces	 Beech, Birch, or Maple
(12) Ends	  Other Group 4
(13) Sides	
(14) Tops &

bottoms	 (21) Battens
(22) Partition

Kind Ends Sides
alumi (18) (19)
Butt 1 1
Tongae&
Groove 2	 2
Lind. 3	 3
Corr. fasteners 
Butt	 4	 4
Magus&
Groove 5	 5
Lind. 6	 6
Plain
Butt 7 7
Tongue&
Groove 8
Lind. 9

Atinforcement 
Straps or Wires

	

(25) 	 	 (35)N0. & Position (36) Straps,
	  0 None	 Size	

	

73) 	  1 i (girth) Sealed (37) Wires,
2 2 (girth)	 N Size	

(33-75----- 3 2 (one girth) N (38) Special
4 3 (girth)
5 3 (two girth) a

6 Over battens N
7 1 (girth) nailed
8 2 (at ends)	 N

Over batten
acki material

Gage Spacing(Parts)Xind of Nail Length
(24)

Cleat to End
(27)- 277"--

Side

Top

Bottom

Side nails 	

(57---- (30)

(32)	 (33)

(x5 None) (X6 as indicated)

(34)

Inside container	 kraneement
(41) in box
1 1 layer
2 2 layers
3 3 layers
44 or more

layers
5 Bulk
6 Set up
7 Knocked down
8 Nested,
9 Bundled

43(39) Material (40)Shape 
0 None	 1 Rectan-
1 Metal can	 gular
2 Glass	 2 Cylin-
3 Earthenware	 drical
4 Wood	 3 Special
5 Pastewood	 4 Jugs
6 Paper	 5 Bottles
7 Cord	 6 	

(bundled)	 7
8 	  8

0
1
2

0 None
1 Corr. separators
2 Corr. or crimped

lining
3 Pressed forms
4 Paper partitions
5 Paper flats
6 Wooden supports
7 Wooden blocking
8 Corr. or solid

fiber box

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

(42)
0 None
1 Corr. or crimped

wraps
2 Excelsior
3 Shredded paper
4 Other bulk matIl.
5 Die cut forms
&Paper wrappers
7 Corr. partitions
8 Scored pads
9 Paper lined9 	

NAILED WOODEN BOX — Description —
Lot No. 	

Form 2

9 	
Packing is 17 solid or XB loose.

Condition of lumber (well seasoned)) (wet)) ((shrunken)
Name of commodity
Units per box (45 Number 	 Size	

Figure 18.--Nailed wooden box description -- form 2.

•



°Wet
in oar

IAMB WOODIRW BOti.- Re i of Damage Form 3

Box No,, 	 	 	 ,

Zone	 (8)	 ta7er	 (9)

Position	 ,LL_:e to contents
flog boxe	 IR4i:ture 18

_ 

0 None	 00 None	 00 None	 0 None	 0
1 On corner	 11 End.	 11 Broken	 1 Dented or 1
2 On edge	 12 Side	 12 Split	 bent
Long dimension	 13 Top	 13 Punctured 2 . Broken	 2

lengthwise,	 14 Bottom	 14 Crushed	 3 Chafed	 3
Short dimension:	 15 la of side	 15 Lacerated 4 Scratched 4
3 Vertical	 16 End of top	 16 Racked	 5. Torn	 5
4 Horizontal	 17 Ind of bottom	 'Paste/34 t 6 Racked.	 6
Long dimension	 18 Top edge of end	 17 Pulled	 7 Soiled	 7

across car,	 19 Bottom edge of end	 18 Pulled from 8 Wetted 	 8
Short dimension	 21 Side edge of end	 19 Sheared from 9 Leaking	 9
5 Vertical	 22 Side edge of top	 21 Split at
6 Horizontal	 or bottom	 231'Broken	 (19) Extent
Long dimension	 23 Top or bottom	 23 Glue joint 0 None

vertical	 eft, of side	 opened	 1 Value reduced
Short dimension:	 24 Cleat	 24 "horn	 but serviceable
7 Lengthwise	 25 Batten.	 25 Wetted	 2 Repair necessary
8 Across	 26 Cotter partition	 26 Out of place 3 Cost to restore

27 Packing	 27 Lost	 value is excessive
Extent of damage	 28 Reinforcement	 28 	

il5h9.bax	 29 	 	 29 	
0 None 	 No of units

1 Slight	 lost or damaged
2 Moderate
3 Serious
4 Complete

(16) 0 Box ma recoopered previous to inspections 1 Recoopemed previously

St 	 QL &mute 
Weakness in design oft
(22) Container (0 - None)	 	  ...........------------.
(23) Contents (0 - None)	 	 ---.-...-.----..----	
(24) Packing (0 4» None)
Weakness in material oft
(25) Container (0 - None)(1 • brash)(2 ... checked)(3 • cross-grained)

(4- decayed)(5 - knotty)
(26) Contents (0 - None)
(V) Packing (0 - None)

Figure 19.--Nailed wooden box record of . damage — form 3.



NAILED WOOD= BOX-- Cause of Damage -- Form 4

latlEINSUAULOMMIL
On pr amins 

ar	 t
0 None
1 Door posts'
2 Floor or

floor racks
3 Wall loops,

bolts, or
books

4 Corner strip
5 Bulkhead post,

edge or hinge
6 Frame members
7 Roof parts
8 Wall
9 Door

tr buti
ap caise
0 None
1 Contents shifted

within box
2 Dunnage failure
3 Poor stowing
4 Weakened by

storage
5 Failure of

adjacent lading
6 Car floor high
7
8
9 	

f
O Nbne
1 Pressure
2 Blow
3 Drop
4 Weaving
5 Twisting
6 Sliding
7 Shifting
8 Catching
9 Ixpo sure

to liquid

4oufh 11.8fige 
(37)of box
O No evidence
1 Accidental
2 Careless
3 Deliberate
4 Conditions not

5	

7
8

(41) 1 Cause

0 None
1 Door strip
2 Bulkhead
3 Nails
4 Blocking
5 Decking
6 Ruffling
7 Adjacent

lading
letweens
8 Oar part and

lading
9 Parts of

Lading

Opt 1n l againet• or b7

aspositio
Of Contents

1 Checked and
examined

2 Checked, examined,
and repacked

3 Repacked
4 Repaired
Damaged part:
5 Salvaged
6 Discarded
7 Returned to

shipper
8 Accepted with-
out claim
9 Forwarded with-

out repair

1121Stssilteanet
1 Not recoopered
2 Replaced
Arec9pRared:
3 Nailed
4 Boards replaced
5 Tied
6 Strapped
7 	
8 	
9

of damage known. 2 Cause of damage probable.

0 None
1 Pillar,post
2 Wall
3 Railing
4 Floor
5 Conveyor

parts,
6 Sling, net,

or plat-
form

7 Lashing
8 Truck
9 Hand hook

0 None
1 Rain , snow,

etc.
2 Ice(in

car)
3 Conden-

sation
Leakage;
4 Prom car

roof, etc.
5 Of own

contents
6 Of adjacent

contents

N =

120219.41;
0 None
1 Poorly

placed
2
3
4

WM11.0•1•••••••nn•••••n•n••10.4•1110

5
6 ONIMMINONailissemseamoss.r.wirgi

Handling
111122gIAILM
0 Nbne
1 In transit
2 Trucking
3 Combined
Manhandling:
4 Packing
5 Loading
6 Unloading
Moving!
7 In chutes
8 On conveyors
9 Hoisting

o tains
O None	 0 None

Fastenings!	 1 Poor sealing
I In, or near joint	 2 	

or edge	 3 	
2 In or near defect	 4 	
3 Overdriven	 5 	
4 Poor clinch	 6

Part too:
5 Long or wide
6 Short or narrow
7

Figure 20.--Nailed wooden box cause of damage -- form 4,



(11)CONDITION OF LOAD 
1 Tumbled at doorway
2 Tumbled at end of car
3 Tumbled elsewhere
4 Resting against door
5 Partial top layer

disheveled
6 Shifted	 inches
7 Apparently O.K.
8 	
9	

lot

SHIP-
Laign
1 Trap
2 L.C.L•
3 C.L.
4 Express
5 L.C.L.
6 C.L.. 

C

7
8
9

—1-173)
to the car.

CHARACTER
1,007 LOA
1 Uhit
2 Straight joint
3 Step joint
4 Staggered across
5 Interlocked
6 Combination
7 Mixed
8 Jumbled
9 	
1 Through load
2 Divided load
3 One end only

(7) TYPE OF CAR

1 Refrigerator
2 Express
3 Box
4 Amto or

furniture
5 	
6 Flat
7 Container
8 Truck
9 Truck and

*More than one

(30) 0 No evidence of rough handling of car.
1 Evidence of rough handling of car.

CLEAT= PLY' ,..10D An SIMILAR TYPE CONTAINERS — Shipment Description — Form 1

Proj. No. Car No. R.R.	 Lot No. 	
(1)(2)(3)(4)

Inspected at
Shipped by
Consignee
Routing	    

By  Date                   
City	
City

NUmber of transfers 6               Distance 5    

SPACE IN CAR WHEN INSPECTED 

(12) Lengthwise:
	 inches
Where

(13) Sidewise:
	 inches
Where

DUNNAGE 
(14) Bulkheads, etc.

0 None. 1 Loose.
2 Nailed. 3 Braced.

(15) 0 Door strips 1
(16) 0 Wall lining 1
(17) 0 Floor cover 1
(18) 0 	  1

9.02IIIQUIESAg
(19) 0 Floor rough 1
(20) Protruding parts:

0 None. 1 Nails.
2 Bolts. 3 Fixtures.
4 Old blocking, etc.

(21) Defective parts:
0 None. 1	

(22) Condition of draft gears; 1 seated; 2 apparently O.K. ;
	 not known.

Show position of
lots and condition
of load:

Lot Description, (General)

incontainers No. of layers in this lot in carNo.	 lot	
(24)(25)00(27)

COMMODITY: Name (29):	 No. in container (30)
(31) Stage of	 (Set up: 1 - in the rough) (2 - in the white
manufacture:

	 -
manufacture:	 (K.D.: (4 - in the rough )(5 - in the white)(6 -

(32)TYPE OF CONTAINER:	 - (6 - cleated plywood or similar type)
(33)STYLE:(1 - A)(2 B)(3 C)(4 - )(5 )(6 - )(7 - )

(1 - New)(2 Reused)(3 - Reshipped)(4 - Returnable)

(2733-

finishedr-
finished)

lbs.SIZE OF CONTAINER: Inches: L	 N	 D	 Gross wt. 	
(Outside dimensions)	 --Cgrag) Wii)7535r3i)	 (40)(41)(42)

(43)Nurber of open faces: (0 none)(1 one.	 )(2 -	 	 -)
(44) ,	:(0 - none	 -	 )(2 •

Figure 21.--Cleated plywood and similar type containers shipment descrip-
tion -- form 1.



	

(52) 	
	

(53)

	

(56) 	  (

(61)_

775-	
(38) 	

Dia. of head

(34) 	

(47)_
No. in	 No. of
each end	 pieces,

( 54)-	 WWW. ( 55 ) .M.OWO

	(58)-	 ( 59)-
Spap.cinA	

(63)_

CLEATED PLYWOOD AND SIMILAR TYPE CONTAINERS -- Lot Description - Continued -- Form 2

Description of parts and method of packing -- Lot No.
(373.7571-14.3---

SIZE	 F	 TS ET   
I ,	 0 es

Cleats 
(5)

On sheeted

WWWW28)

	Sheet	 :

	

material :	 Slats	 Braces

	

( 14).----;	 (19)----	 (22),	

	

___ (15)	 :	 (20)___	 (23) 	
(No. plies 7:

( 16 ).W.....J=T21.......... ..M.W....( 24) ........n

Braces
Thickness
Width	 (6) 	
No. pcs per face
Species	 (7)	 ---710)	 (13)
Sheet material, other than wood: Name 	
Suspension pieces: Thickness 	 Width	

(25)	 (26)
Other packing pcs.: Thickness__.___ Width	  No.pcs.
Name_	 	 (28) 	 (29)_-__--

NAILS OR OTHER FASTENINGS,ETC.
PARTS FASTENED T9GETHER AIND OF NAIL tmc, SIZE

No.pcs. 	
(17) Rating	 	 (18)

Species
(27) 	
	  Species	

(30)

SPACING
	

LENGTH OF
CLINCH

Sheet material to its 	
own cleats	 (31) 	  (32)

Sheet material to
stiffeners or braces	 (35) 	
Sheet material to
cleats of adj. face	 39 	  --570

Ends of cleats to
cleats of adj. face

Cleats and sheet material
to cleats of adj. face - -REF (46)

Slats on open faces

Diagonal braces on
open faces

Suspension pieces to
stiffeners, etc.

Other packing pcs.
fastened to

REINFORCEMENT: No. (64) 	  Position	
Straps: Size	 Nails: Size
Wires:	 Size	 Kind

(42)	 (43)

Spacing
Staples

1209ILLEIAZIELLUJA ARTICLE
(65)GENERAL	 (66) 16212allaillla68li69)ANCHORAGE(70)( 71) WRAPPING (72)
ONone	 0 ONone	 0 0 None	 0
1 Fastened	 1 1 Crate parts	 1 1 Corr. board 1
2 Supported	 2 2 Rider rail	 2 2 Kraft paper 2
3 Held in place 3 3 Padded wood	 3 3 Waterproof	 3
4 Held (between) 4	 strips	 paper

in

99
	

9

METHOD OF PACKING 1)TA:071114I3-haULIggLIggLULP01agla
Name of part
121S214 g JA/ 711)421210RAGE(78.). 79w.Li......ILAPLUS (80)

( Write on blank: line the number of item in above columns which apply.)

Mirrors packed in individual packages must have separate lot description.

5 Boxed
6 Blocked
7 Floated
8
9

5
6
7
8
9

5 Padded wood
blocks

6 Excelsior pads
7 Balsa, etc. pads
8 Corr, board pads
9 Excelsior, etc.

4 Wood blocks	 4 4 Burlap

0 0 None
1 1 Nails
2 2 Screws
3 3 Nails and

screws
4 4 Bolts
5 5 Wires

6 Straps
6 7 Wood strips
7 8 Padded wood
8	 strips
99

5 5 Cloth, etc.
6 6 Excelsior
7	 pads
87	 7

8	 8

4
5
6

•

Figure 22.--Cleated plywood and similar type containers lot descrip-
tion -- form 2.



CLEATED PLYWOOD ) SIMILAR TY' 1 CONTAINERS -- Record of Damage --Form 3

Container No. 	 _Location: Zane (48)	 Layer(49) 	 Lot No.__
(45 (46)(47)

(Show location in sketch below)

0 -Not
damaged
in car         

10
8
6
4
2          

(50) Is longest dimension of container (1 - lengthwise)(2 - across)(3 - vertical)
in car?

Cs,
(51/ma=
00 None	 Ands Sides TOPS Bottoms 
Header cleat 11 12	 13	 14
Trimmer cleat 15 16	 17	 18
Stiffener cleat 19 21	 22	 23
Sheet material 24 25	 26	 27
Entire face 28 29	 31	 32
33 Slat on open face
34 Brace it I	 1$
35 Entire package
36 Corner
3? 	
38 Reinforcement
39
41 	
42 	
43
44 	
45 	
46 	

00 None
	

00
10 Broken
	

10
20 Split
	

20
30 Punctured
	

30
40 Pulled fastenings 40
50 Pulled from fastenings 50
60 Sheared from fastenings 60
70 Split at fastenings	 70
80 Broken fastenings	 80
90 	  90 90
01 Racked (skewed)	 01 01
02 Crushed	 02 02
03 Torn	 03 03
04 Wetted	 04 04
05 Out of place	 05 05
06 Lost	 06 06
07	 	  07 07
08	 08 08
09	 09 09

00 Ions
10 Suspension strips
20 Blocking
30 Padding
40 Base
50 Suspension straps
60 Anchorage
70 Wrapping material
80 Inside container

(U) To CONTAMIR 
0 None
1 Slight - weakened but not materially damaged
2 hat :Le - materially damaged (contents exposed to damage)
3 arim. - affords little protection but can be repaired
4 Copp;ete - ought to be replaced

2111WILlso CQMMODITT

69) TO PACKING
0
1
2
3
4

(61) PART 
0 None
1 Top
2 Side
3 Front
4 Drawer
5 Legs
6 Glass
7 Mirror
8 Corner post
9

(62) MATTI
0 None
1 Dented or bent
2 Broken (or shattered)
3 Chipped
4 Scratched or chafed
5 Torn
6 Racked
7 Soiled or wetted
8 Split
9 Glue joint open

(Q33 ) WAN 
0 None
1 Value reduced but

serviceable
2 Repair necessary
3 Cost to restore

value is excessive

(64)No. of units lost
or damaged:

TO CK G •

CORD P •

17,1: GB
TC:4,3 • Al.:	 MIR) T

Figure 23.--Cleated plywood and similar type containers -- record of
damage -- form 3.



CLIAM PLYWOOD AND SIMILAR ME CONTAINERS 	 Cause of Damage -- Po 4

AISMELIEIMMITLASLIZELILPAIVTICLMITAM:

O None
1 Brash
2 Checked
3 Cross grained
4 Decayed
5 Knotty
6 Shrunken kuliber
7 Wei Iulber

(66)ntsraw
0 None
1 260 few nails
2 Nails too abort
3 	

5
6
7 	
8

S

tra.71: nik
0 None
bsteniqa:
1 In or near joint
2 In or near defect
3 Overdriven
4 Poor clinch
5 Omitted
?Art too: 
6 Long or wide
7 Short or narrow
8 	
9

WEAKNESS=
OBSERVED IN

(68) PACKING,
0 None
1 Too loose
2 too tight
3 Defective pack-

ing
4 	
5,	
6,	
7
8

0 - none)(1

KIND OF
(70)701= 
O None
1 Pressure
2 Blow
3 Drop
4 leaving
5 Twisting
6 Sliding
7 Shifting
8 Catching
9 Exposure to

liquid

)(2 -

HANDLING
=WM=

0 None
1 In transit
2 Trucking
3 Combined
itamdllav
4 Packing
5 Loading
6 Unloading
*vine: 
7 In chutes
8 On conveyors
9 Hoisting

* SJI 1_1"-t1:10

)(3 -

gags3H.Q2jimaj,

ROUGH USAGE OF
(72)9ONTAINER 
0 No evidence of
1 Accidental
2 Careless
3 Intentional
4 Conditions not

ascertained
5,	
6

8 	
9,	

)4 -

CONTRIBUTING
(73)CONDITIONS 
0 None
1 Contents shifted

within container
2 Dunnage failure
3 Poor stowing in

car
4 Weakened by

storage
5 Failure of

adjacent lading
6 Car floor high
7 	
8 	
9 	

gg OR AGAINST:
,74) 0. 7A T	 j75)CAR CONTENTS

O None
1 Door posts
2 Floor, floor racks
3 Wall loops, bolts
4 Corner strip
5 Bulkhead post,

edge or hinge
6 Frame members
7 Roof parts
8 Wall
9 Door

0 None
1 Door strip
2 Bulkhead
3 Nails
4 Blocking
5 Decking
6 Buffing
7 Adjacent lading
allsga;
8 Car part & lading
9 Parts of lading

ON. IN. ,AGAINST
(76)MOISTUAF 
0 None
1 Rain, snow
2 Ice (in car)
3 Condensation
liokaav
4 From car

roof, etc.
5 Of own

contents
6 Of adjacent

contents

. OR BY:
(77)UISCEL.,
0 None
1 Pillar, post
2 Wall
3 Railing
4 Floor
5 Conveyor part
6 Sling, net or

platform
7 Lashing
8 Truck
9 Hand hook

(78)Disposition of damaged
(79)Disposition of damaged
(80) 1 Cause of damage as

container: (0 none)(1 recoopered)(2 - claim filed)
commodity: (0 - none)(1 - repaired)(2 - claim filed)
recorded is known. 2 Probable.

Figure 24.--C1eated plywood and similar type containers cause of damage
-- form 4.



NAILED WOODEN CRATE — 	 Form 1

Proj. No,	 ,Car No. R.R. 	 Lot No.,
(l)(2)(3)(4)

	Date	Inspected at	 	 By
Shipped by	 City__	
Consignee	 City	
Routing	 Distance (5) 	 Number of transfers (6)

SHIP-	 CHARACTXR
(8)MENT	 (9)0F LOAD 
1 Trap	 1 Unit
2 L.C.L.	 2 Straight joint
3 C.L.	 3 Step joint
4 Express	 4 Staggered across
5 L.C.L.*	 5 Interlocked
6 Ca.*	 6 Combination

6 Flat
	

7 	 	 7 Mixed
7 Container
	

8 	 	 8 Jumbled
8 Truck
	

9	 9 	
9 Truck and
	

(101 Through load
2 Divided load

*More than one lot to the car. 3 One end only

(7)TYPE O? CAR 
1 Refrigerator
2 Express
3 Box
4 Auto or

furniture
5

(111CONDITION OF LOAD
1 Tumbled at doorway
2 Tumbled at end of car
3 Tumbled elsewhere
4 Resting against door
5 Partial top layer,

disheveled
6 Shifted	 inches
7 Apparently O.K.
8
9

SPACE IN CAR
WHEN INSPECTED
(12)Lengthwise 
	 inches
Where	

(13)Sidewise
	 inches
Where

(22) Condition of draft

DUNNAGE 
(14) Bulkheads, etc.

0 None. 1 Loose.
2 Nailed. 3 Braced.

(15) 0 Door strips 1
(16) 0 Wall lining 1
(17) 0 Floor cover 1
(18)0 ,	  1

CONDITION OF CAR 
(19) 0 Floor rough 1
(20) Protruding parts:

0 None. 1 Nails.
2 Bolts. 3 Fixtures.
4 Old blocking, etc.

(21) Defective parts:
0 None. 1 	

gears: 1 seated; 2 apparently O.K.; 3 not kno

(23) 0 No evidence of rough handling of car.
1 Evidence of rough handling of car 	

Show position of
lots and condition

of load:

LOT DESCRIPTION (General

No. crates in lot	 	 No. of layers in this lot in car	
(24)(25)(26)(27)	 (28)

COMMODITY: Name (29) 	 No. per crate (30) 	
(31) Stage of (Set up: (1 - in the rough)(2 - in the white)(3 - finished)
manufacture: (K.D. : (4 - in the rough)(5 - in the white)(6 - finished)

(32)TYPE OF CONTAINER: (1 -	 )(2 - nailed wooden crate)
(33)STYLE: (1 - three-way corner) (2 - box end) (3 - 	 )

(1 - new) (2 - reused) (3 - reshipped) (4 - returnable)
SIZE OF CONTAINER: Inches: L	 W 	 D	 Gross wt,	 lbs.

(Outside dimensions)	 (34)(35) (36)(37) (38)(39)	 (40)(41)(42

(43) 	  (0 - None)(1 -	 ) (2 -	 )(	 )

( 44),	 (0 - none)(1 -	 )(2 -	 )(	 )

.1.11.1111.1.

•

Figure 25.--Nailed wooden crate Shipment description -- form 1.



NAILED WOODEN CRATE -- Lot Description (Continued) -- Form 2

Description of parts and met 'hod of packing -- Lot No. 
(1)(2)(3)(4)

SIZE AND =ER OF CRATE PARTS, ETC.

Name of	 Number of ieceq_per_face
_part_ ThicLness Width

	
Ends
	 Front	 Back

Edge pcs.(5)______ (6) 	  (7) 	
Struts (12) 	  (13)	 (14)
Slats	 (19) 	  (20)	 (21)
Diagonal braces (Also show

	

Wood (26) 	  (27) 	  (28)
Metal (33)_(or

Sheathing(34)__
Susp.pcs.(35)(36)___
Skids
No. faces having: DIAGONAL

SPECIES OF WOOD: Frame (39)
	

	 Sheathing (40)	 Skids (41)

(8) 	 	 (9)
(15) 	  (16)
(22) _	  (23) 	

arrangement on each face, as )K
(29)	 (30)

Top_	 Bottom

	

(10) 	  ( 11)

	

(17) 	  (18)

	

(24) 	  ( 25)_
\:\ , /\ , etc.):

	

(31) 	  (32)
nn••nnn••• n•nn•n

Nb.pcs.___	 Parallel to L, W, or D. of crate?
No. pcs.	 Ends: square or bevelled?

BZ-ACES (37) 	 , SHEATHING (38)_

NAILS OR. °TEM FASTENINGS
Name of	 Kind of	 Size	  No. in
Part 	 nail,etc. Length Gage each end

Edge pcs.	
• nnn•n!•nn•n....n

( 42) 	  (43)

Parts nailed to: Not
gutside Inside all

Edge Face E F alike
(45) 1	 2 3 4	 5

End
grain

nailing
6

Skids (62) (1 - bolts) (2 - nails ) (3 - screws) (4 - are part of crate)
Skid fastening: No. in each	 Size	

(63) Struts)(slats)(braces) etc., nailed at crossing with:
(1 - one nail)(2 - nails)(3 - one staple)(4 -

REINYORCEMENT: No. (64)
Strap s: Size	
Wires: Size

	 Position	
Nails: Size
Kind   

Spacing_	
Staples      

(69)ANCHO2AGE(70)	 71 WRAPPIiuTG (72)
0 0 None	 0 0 None	 0
1 1 Nails	 1 1 Corr. board	 1
2 2 Screws	 2 2 Kraft paper	 2
3 3 Nails and	 3 3 Waterproof	 3

screws	 paper
4 4 Bolts	 4 4 Burlap	 • 4
5 5 Wires	 5 5 Cloth, etc.	 5

6 Straps	 6 6 Excelsior pads 6
6 7 Wood strips 7 7	 7
7 8 Padded wood 8 8	 8

METHOD OF PACKING DETACHED MIRROR OR PART
Name of Dart	 	
7312NERAL (74) (75)04„2.9 WITH (76) i77Ignoaoz(78) (79)WRAPPING ("la

(Write on blank line the number of item in above columns which apply.)

1 .-Mirrors or parts packed in individual packages must have a separate lot
description.

(0 - nothing)

tETHOD OF PACKING MAIN ARTICLE
.C.65). GENTKLAL (66)	 (6710, TOL  WITH(68)

8	 strips	 9
9	 	  9

WIN IN SAME CRATE1

Struts

Slats

Sheathing

Braces

Susp.pcs.

(48)

	 Spac.
(56)__

(E)=
)-

	

(49) 1	 2 3 4
	

5
	

6

	

(53) 1	 2 3 4
	

5
	

6

	

(57) 1	 2 3 4
	

5	 6

	

(61) 1	 2 3 4	 5	 6

	

1	 2 3 4	 5	 6

	

(58) 	  (59)

	

) 	

(46) 	  (47) 	

	

(55) 	

0 None	 0 0 None
1 Fastened	 1
2 Supported	 2
3 Held in place 3
4 Held (between)4
5 Boxed	 5
6 Blocked in	 6
7 Floated	 7
8 	 	 8
9	 9

1 Crate parts
2 Wood strips
3 Padded wood

strips
4 Wood blocks
5 Padded wood

blocks
6 Excelsior pads
7 Balsa,etc. pads
8 Corr.board pads
9 Excelsior, etc.

•

Figure 26.--Nailed wooden crate lot description -- form 2.



DAMAGE TO CRATE 
PART 

00 None end Side 222 Bottom
edge pc. 11 12 13 1
Strut	 15 16 17 18
Slat	 1p 21 22 23
Brace	 24 25 26 27
Sheath ig 28 29 31 32
33 Skid
34 	
35 Entire package
36 Corner
37 	
38 Reinforcement

1 	
42 	
43 	

OPT -C9

•
NAILED WOODEN Mai -- Record of Lamaze  -- Form 3

Orate No. 	 Location: Zone (48)	 Layer (49)
	

Lot No.
(45)(46)(47)

(Also show location in sketch below)

0 = Not
damaged
in car

	

r ri	
	7

	
5

1 	 1	 2 1	 3

•••••••• 10
8
6
4
2

(50) Is longest dimension of crate (1 - lengthwise)(2 - across)(3 - vertical)
in car?

( 53734) UMW, 
00 None	 00
10 Broken	 10
20 Split	 20
30 Punctured	 ?KO)
40 Pulled fastenings	 40
50 Pulled from fastenings 50
60 Sheared from fastenings 60
70 Split at fastenings	 70
80 Broken fastenings	 80
90 	  90
01 Racked (skewed) 	 01
02 Crushed	 02
03 Torn	 0

004 Wetted
05 Out of place	 05 05
06 Lost	 06 06
07 	  07 07
08	 	  08 08
09 	  09 09

DAMAGE TO PACKING MATERIAL
PART

00
10
20
30

50
60
70
80
90
01
02

(0:1

None
Suspension strips
Blocking
Padding
Base
Suspension straps
Anchorage
Wrapping material
Inside container

EXTENT OF DAMAGE  
(55)TO Can

0 None
1 Slight - weakened but not materially damaged
2 Moderate - materially damaged (contents exposed to damage)

Serious - affords little protection but can be repaired
4 Complete - should be replaced

0 TO PACKING,
0
1

(61)PART 
0 None
1 Top
2 Side
3 Front
4 Drawer
5 Legs
6 Glass
7 Mirror
8 Corner post
9

DAMAGE TO COMMODITY

(62)NATURS
0 None
1 Dented or bent
2 Broken (or shattered)
3 Chipped
4 Scratched or chafed
5 Torn
6 Racked
7 Soiled or wetted
8 Split
9 Glue joint open

(63) EXTENT 
0 None
1 Value reduced but

serviceable
2 Repair necessary
3 Cost to restore value

is excessive

(64) No. of units lost
or damaged:

Figure 27.--Nailed wooden crate record of damage -- form 3.



NAII2D WOODZN CRATE -- Cause of Damage -- Form 4

APPARZNT ITZLICNISS	 TO agg:

(65)MATZRIA ►
O None
1 Brash
2 Checked
3 Cross grained
• Decayed
5 Knotty
6 Shrunken lumber
7 Wet lumber
8
9 	

(66)rasIGN
0 None
1 Too few mails
2 Nails too short

5 	
6
7 	
8

(67)WORKMANSHIP
0 None
Nails:
1 In or near joint
2 In or near defect
3 Overdriven

oor clinchP 
5 Omitted
Part too:

Long or wide
7 Short or narrow
8
9 	

WELKNESSZS
OBSERTZD IN
(68)PACKING
0 None
1 Too loose
2 Too tight
3 Defective pack,-

ing material
4 	
5 	
6
7 	
8 	
9 	

(69)FAULT OR minus IN COMMODITY

(0 - none)(1	 )(2 -

CAUSZS OF DAMAGE

KIND 07	 HAMMING
( 70) MCI	 (71)OPERATION
O None	 0 None
1 Pressure	 1 In transit
2 Blow	 2 Trucking
3 Drop	 3 Combined
• Weaving	 Manhandling:
5 Twisting	 4 Packing
6 Sliding	 5 Loading
7 Shifting	 6 Unloading
8 Catching	 Moving:
9 Uposure to	 7 In chutes

liquid	 8 On conveyors
9 Hoisting

CONTRIBUTING
(73) CONDITIONS
0 None
1 Contents shifted

within crate
2 Dunnage failure
3 Poor stowing in car
4 Weakened by storage

5 	 	 5 Failure of adjacent
6 	 	 lading
7 	 	 6 Car floor high
8 	 	 7 	
9 	 	 8 	

9 	

ROUGH 11SiGli
(72)OF CRATE 
0 No evidence of
1 Accidental
2 Careless
3 Intentional
4 onditions notC 

ascertained

AUNTS Z UIPMENT ETC INVOLVED IN GAUSS OF DAMAGE

ON OR AGAINST
(74)CAR PARTS
O None
1 Door posts
2 Floor, floor racks
3 Wall loops, bolts

Corner strip
5 Bulkhead post,

edge or hinge
6 Frame members
7 Roof parts
8 Wall
9 Door

(75)CAR CONTZNTS
0 None
1 Door strip
2 Bulkhead
3 Nails
4 Blocking
5 Decking
6 Buffing
7 Adjacent lading
Between:
8 Oar part & lading
9 Parts of lading

ON, IN, AGAINST,
(76)MOISTURS
0 None
1 Rain, snow
2 Ice (in car)
3 Condensation
Leakage:
4 From car roof,

etc.
5 Of own

contents
6 Of adjacent

contents

OR BY:
(77)11ISCEL.
O None
1 Pillar, poet
2 Wall
3 Bailing
4Floor
5 Conveyor part
6 Sling, net or

platform
7 Lashing
8 Truck
9 Hand hock

(78)Disposition of damaged crate: (0 - none)(1 - recoopered)(2 - claim filed)

(79)Disposition of damaged commodity: (0 none)(l repaired)(2 - claim filed)

(80) 1 Cause of damage as recorded is known. 2 Probable.

Figure 25.--Nailed wooden crate cause of damag -- form



HINGED CORNER CRATE -- blmt2ftlaiatka -- Form 1

Proj. No. Car No. R.R. 	 Lot No.
TIT75375.7    

Inspected at 	 By	 	 Date
Shipped by 	
	

City
Consignee	
	

City	
Routing	 Distance (5) 	  Number of transfers (6) 	

SHIP-	 CHARACTER
7TYPLI-E.S.Lig-AR	 ,(8)1 T 	 1.91-91)1L-OAD

	
11COV3LiULr10)----al'OFW

1 Refrigerator	 1 Trap	 1 Unit
	

1 Tumbled at doorway
2 Express
	

2 L.C.L.	 2 Straight joint
	

2 Tumbled at end of car
3 Box
	

3 C.L.	 3 Step joint
	

3 Tumbled elsewhere
4 Auto or
	

4 Express	 4 Staggered across 4 Resting against door
furniture
	

5 L.C.L.*	 5 Interlocked
	

5 partial top layer
5
	

6 C.L.*	 6 Combination
	 disheveled

6 Flat
	

7	 7 Mixed
	

6 Shifted	 inches
7 Container
	

8	 	 8 Jumbled
	

7 Apparently O.K.
8 Truck
	

9	 9
	

8
9 Truck and.	 (10)1 Through load
• More than one lot to 	 2 Divided load

the car.	 3 One end only

SPACE INC WHET INSPECTED

12 Lengthwise:
	 inches
Where	

(13)Sidewise:
inches

Where	

(22) Condition of draft gears:

DUNNATE
(14)Bulkheads, etc.

0 None. 1 Loose.
2 Nailed. 3 Brae

(15)0 Door strips 1
(16)0 Wall lining 1
(17)0 Floor cover 1
(18)0 	  1

CONDITION OF CAR
T19) 0 Floor rough 1
(20) Protruding parts:

ed.	 0 None. 1 Nails.
2 Bolts. 3 Fixtures.
4 Old blocking, etc.

(21) Defective parts:
0 None. 1

1 seated; 2 apparently O.K.; 3 not known.

(23) 0 No evidence of rough handling of car.
1 Evidence of rough handling of ear

Show position of
lots and condition

of load:

	411.1111W111111111111111111111

TDWIPTIO
lot	incratesNo.No	 po. of layers in this lot in car
(24) (25) (26) (27)

COMMODITY: NAME (29) 	 No. per crate (30) 	
TETEiWie of (Set-up: (1 - in the rough) (2 - in the white) (3 - finished)
manufacture: (K.D.: (4 - in the rough) (5 - in, the white) (6 - finished)

(32)TYPE OF CONTAINER:	 (8 - hinged corner crate) -

	

B) (3 C) (4 - D) (5 - 1) (6	 )
(1 - new) (2 - reused) (3 - reshipped) (4 - returnable)

AILESILSWRIOD Inches: L	 X	 D	 Gross wt. 	 lbs.
(Outside dimensions)	 315(36)r36(37) (38)(39)	 (40)(41)(42)

(43)	 	 ,	 (0	 none)(1	 )(2	 ) (3 -	 )
(40_	 _  (0 - none)(1 -	 )(2	 ) (3 -	 )

•

Figure 29.--Hinged corner crate shipment description -- form 1.



BINGED CORNER CRATE -- Lot Description (Continued) -- Form 2

Description of parts and method of packing. Lot No.

SIZE AND NUMBER 07 CRATE PARTS .ETC.
e es i

Name of 	Isay160,1:

Cleats	
ThickAPss .110141.4142.1 =At B dk	 tTO 	bottom part
(5).,---- (6)	 ( 7 )	 (8)-_---__S9 ---1.(10)-----(11) 	

Struts	 (12)	 (13)-(14)-715) 	 (16) :(17)	 (18) 	
Slats ,	 (19)	 (20).J21)(22) 	 (23)	 :(24)	 (25) 	
Braces' (26)	 (27) (28) (29) 	 (30)	 : (31) 	 (32) 	
Susp. pcs.	 (33)	 (34) No. of Pcs.
Other	 (35)____ (36)„ .Wo. of pcs. 	 _purpose

Indicate whether braces are crosses x, parallel //, at angle/N, etc.

SPECIES OP WOOD: Cleats & struts (37)_____Slate, etc.(38) 	 Packing pcs. 	

NAILS AND OTHER_YAllEINGS 
No. of pairs of hinge staples in each hinged edge of body of crate(39)
Staples: (1 - both in end grain)(2 • end grain and side grain)(3 - both in

side grain)
Size of staples: Length 	 Gage

r	 es	 des
Name of	 Kind of
part 	 nail. etc. LengthIllia etkch end	 Fastened to:

Cleats	 (40)	 „.,_(41),___	 (42)_ 	
Struts	 (43)
Slats 011...........S 46 )

Braces	 (49),_	 (5° )n•nnn•••	 S11n1n11 	  (5a-----

Fastens s	 ces t Hi ed:
Cleats	 (52	 (53)
Struts	 (55) 	  ---156)-----
Slats ( 51 	  ---1 59 \----

Braces	 (61 %.111.111MIA 62 ) 0.111.•.n

( 54

11nn•n•n 	 57)-.

_	 _ 	 (60)
------- (63)

MEINI.11=111111111111=1.11,	             

(struts)(slats)(braces) fastened where they cross with (nails)(staples)(nothing)

Position
Nails: Size	 Spacing	
Nails: Size	 Spacing	

P i •

Zatt	 No. in

WeNN.J44).	 (45)
(48)

REINFORCEMENT: No. (64) 	
Straps: Size	
Wires: Size	

METHOD OF PACKING
(65)GENERAL (66) 
ONone	 0
1 Fastened	 1
2 Supported	 2
3 Held in placo 3
4 Held(between) 4
5 Boxed	 5
6 Blocked in	 6
7 Floated	 7
8 	  8
9	 9

MAt677)01LARTIz.jICItit
ilTH(68) (69)ANCBQRAGE119 LaPnTGLW1201..

0 0 None	 0
1 1 Corr. board.	 1
2 2 Kraft paper	 2
3 3 Waterproof	 3

paper
4 Burlap	 4
5 Cloth, etc.	 5
6 Excelsior pads 6
7 	  7
8	 8
9 	  9

0 None
1 Crate parts
2 Wood strips
3 Padded wood

strips
4 Wood blocks	 4
5 Padded wood	 5

blocks
6 Excelsior pads	 6
7 Balsa etc. pads 7
8 Corr. board pads 8
9 Excelsior, etc. 9

0 0 None
1 1 Nails
2 2 Screws
3 3 Nails and

screws
4 Bolts	 4
5 Wires	 5
6 Straps	 6
7 Wood strips 7
8 Padded wood 8

strips
9 	  9

METHOD OF PACKING nETACHED MIRROW OR PART WHEN IN SAME CRATE
Name of part

(75)014_ TO L WITH(76) 1271AgigagiCal112211RAPPING (80)

(Write on blank line the number of item in above columns which apply.)
Mirrors packed in individual packages must have separate lot description.•

Figure 30.--Hinged corner crate lot description -- form 2.



6
7

8 5

2I 3 4

HINGE C
	

CRATE — kec_ord of Dania, tt	 rorm 3

Crate No., ___,,.	,,,,,locations 51 7____Xiocation: Zone (48) 	 __Jever(49)	 Lot NO.

(Also show location in sketch below)

0 = Not
damaged
in car

/0
8
6
4
2

(50) Is longest dimension of crate (1 lengthwise)(2 - across)(3 vertical)
in car?

(51X5OPARI
00 None Ends
Cleats 11
Struts 15
Slats 19
Braces 24
Sheet
mat'l. 28 29 31
33 Skid
34 Hinged edge
35 Entire package
36 Corner
37
38 Reinforcement
39
41
42
43

DOGE TO PACKING MATERIAL 	 ,

00 00 None
10 10 Suspension strips
20 20 Blocking
30 30 Padding
40 40 Base

32 50 Pulled from fastenings 50 50 Suspension straps
60 Sheared from fastenings 60 60 Anchorage
70 Split at fastenings	 70 70 Wrapping material
80 Broken fastenings	 80 80 Inside container
90
	

90 90 	
01 Racked skewed)
	

01 01
02 Crushed
	

02 02
03 Torn
	 03 03,	

04 Wetted
	

04 04
05 Out of place
	 05 05

06 Lost
	

06 06
07
	

07 07 	
08
	

08 08
09
	

09 09

CRATE 
Bot-(2)(A4)NATURE

Sides TolOgyi00 None
12 13 14 10 Broken
16 17 18 20 Split
21 22 23 30 Punctured
25 26 27 40 Pulled fastenings

n •n

=TUT OF DAMAGE
55 TO CRATE

0 bne.
1 Sltdit - weakened but not materially damaged
2 Moderate - materially damaged(contents exposed to damage)
3 Serious - affords little protection but can be recoopered
4 gomiolete - ought to be replaced

TO PACKING
0
1
2
3
4

(01)PART 
0 None
1 Top
2 Side
3 Front
4 Drawer
5 Legs
6 (lass
7 Mirror
8 Corner post
9 	

DAMAGE TO CONTENTS 

0 None
1 Dented or bent
2 Broken ( or shattered)
3 Chipped
4 Scratched or chafed
5 Torn
6 Racked
7 Soiled or wetted
8 Split
9 Glue joint open

1631EXTENT
0 None
1 Value reduced but

serviceable
2 Repair necessary
3 Cost to restore value

is excessive

(64) No. of units lost
or damaged

•

•
Figure 31.--Hinge corner crate record of damage -- form 3.



HING2 CORNER ORATE -- ca2.2±12211_180 -- Form 4

APPARENT WEAKNESSES INFLUENCING

165)MATERIAL
0 None
1 Brash
2 Checked
3 Cross grained
4 Decayed
5 Knotty
6 Shrunken lumber
7 Wet lumber
a 	
9

0 None
1 Too few nails
2 Nails too short
3 Too few staples
4 Staples too

short
5 	
6 	
7
8

GA TO MATZ:

LillycjjamANSHIP
0 None

1 In or near joint
2 In or near defect
3 Overdriven

Poor clinch
5 Omitted
Part too:
6 Long or wide
7 Short or narrow

WEAKNESSES
OBSERVED IN
(4) PAM NG
0 None
1 Too loose
2 Too tight
3 Defective pack-

ing material

5
6
7 	

9 	

.,(.21).A.ULT OR WEAKNISS IN COMMODITY

)(2 -(0	 none)(1 -	 )(4 )

CAUSES OF DWAGL

KIND OF
L12119214
0 None
1 Pressure
2 Blow
3 Drop
4 Weaving
5 Twisting
6 Sliding
7 Shifting
8 Catching
9 Exposure to

liquid

HANDLING

1 OPTION

0 None
1 In transit
2 Trucking
3 Combined
Manhandling:
Viking
5 Loading
6 Unloading
movkaa:
7 In chutes
S On conveyors
9 Hoisting

ROUGH USAGE
,(72)OF GRA.TS
0 No evidence of
1 Accidental
2 Careless
3 Intentional

Conditions not
ascertained

5
6
7
8
9

CONTRIBUTING
(73)CONDITIONS
0 None
1 Contents shifted

within crate
2 Dunnage failure
3 Poor stowing in car
4 Weakened by storage
5 Failure of adjacent

lading
6 Car floor high
7 	
8

AGENTS.,  EQUIPMENT, STC. INVOLVED IN CAUSE OF DAMAGE

oluR  AGAINST:
LB.L.P.A424421	 (75)C44 CONTENTS
0 None
1 Door posts
2 Floor, floor racks
3 Wall loops, bolts
4 Corner strip
5 Bulkhead post,

edge or hinge
6 Frame members
7 Roof parts
8 Wall
9 Door

0 None
1 Door strip
2 Bulkhead
3 Nails
4 Blocking
5 Decking
6 Buffing
7 Adjacent lading
Between:
8 Car part & lading
9 Parts of lading

N I AGAINST, OR BY:
12§.11402--74-
	 ISCEL

0 None
	 0 None

1 Rain, snow
	

1 Pillar, post
2 Ice (in car)
	

2 Wall
3 Condensation
	 3 Railing

Lea e•
	 4 Floor

4 From car roof, 5 Conveyor
etc.	 part

5 Of own contents 6 Sling, net
6 Of adjacent
	

or platform
contents
	 7 Lashing

8 Truck
9 Hand hook

(78) Disposition of damaged box: (0 - none)(1 recoopered)(2 - claim filed)
(79) Disposition of damaged commodity: (0 - none)(1 repaired)(2 - claim filed)
(80) i Cause of damage as recorded is known. 2 Probable.•

Figure 32.--Hinge corner crate cause of damage -- form 4.



/21129NDITIoN OF LOAD
1 Tumbled at doorway
2 Tumbled at end of car
3 Tumbled elsewhere

Resting against door
5 Partial top layer

disheveled
6 Shifted	 inches
7 Apparently U.K.

9 	  8 	
1 Through load	 9
2 Divided load
3 One end only

CHARACTER
.(9)0F LOAD
1 Unit
2 Straight joint
3 Step joint
4 Staggered across
5 Interlocked
6 Combination
7 Mixed
8 Jumbled

WIRABOUND CRATE -- Shipment Description -- Form 1

Proj. No. Car No. Lot No.  
(1)(2)(3)(4)

Inspected at	 	  BY	 	 Date	
Shipped by_	 City	
Consignee	 City
Routing	 	 Distance (5) 	 Number of transfers

SHIP-
(7)TYPE OF CAR (8)MENT 
1 Refrigerator 1 Trap
2 express	 2 L.C.L.
3 Box	 C.L.
4 Auto or	 k Axpress

furniture	 5 L.C.L.*
5,	  6 ca.*
6 Flat	 7 	
7 Container	 8 	
8 Truck	 9 	
9 Truck and	 (10)

*More than one lot to the car.

SPACE IN CAR WHEN INSPECTED
(12) Lengthwise:

inches
Where

(13) Sidewise:
inches

Where

DUNNAGE
(14) Bulkheads, etc.

0 None. 1 Loose.
2 Nailed. 3 Braced.

(15) 0 Door strips 1
(16) 0 Wall lining 1
(17) 0 Floor cover 1
(18) 0	 1

CONDITION OF CAR
TI937TI7o7;;;gh 1
(20) Protruding parts:

0 None. 1 Nails.
2 Bolts. 3 Fixtures.
4 Old blocking, etc.

(21) Defective parts:
0 None. 1

(22) Condition of draft gears: 1 seated; 2 apparently O. K.; 3 not known.

(23) 0 No evidence of rough handling of car.
1 Evidence of rough handling of car

Show position of
lots and condition

of load:

LOT DESCRIPTION

No. of layers in this lot in car

(31) Stage of (Set up: (1 - in the rough)(2 - in the White)(3 - finished)
manufacture: (K.D.:	 (4 - in the rough)(5 - in the white)(6 - finished)

(32)TYPE OF CONTAINM: 	  (4 - wirebound crate) - - - -
(33)STYLE OF  END BATTENS: (1 - T)( 2 - A)(3 - C)(4 - D)(5 - F)(6 x)(7 -

Is crate: (1 - new)( 2 - reused)(3 - reshipped)(4 - returnable)
1SIZE OF CONTAINER: Inches: L- 	W	 D	 Gross wt.	 lbs.

(Outside dimensions)	 (34)(35)(6)(37) (38)(39)

1
-Length of crate = width of body mat.

(24)(25)(20(27)

COMMODITY: Name (29) 	 No. per crate (30)

76341-7427
(43) Shape of end: (1 - square)(2	 )(3 - Q )(4
(44) 	 : (0 - none)(1 -	 )(2 -	 )

No. crates in lot

•

Figure 33.--Wire-bound crate shipment description -- form 1.
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WIREBOUND CRAM; -- Lot Description (Continued) -- Form 2

Description of crate and method of packing. Lot No.
TI72)(3)(4)

SIZE AND NUMBER OF CRATE PARTS:
IN  ENDS	 THICKNESS	 WIDTH 	 NO, EC
Cleats	 (5)
Battens	 (6)	 (7)
Slats	 ,(8)	 (9)(10)	 (11)(1 - inside)(2 - outside)
Diagonals	 (12)	

7.13)	
(14)	 (15)(1 - inside)(2 - outside)

Are end diagonals 16): (1 - crossed) 	 arallel)(3 - at an angle)(4 - single)

IN BODY FACES:

Slate 	 (17)	 	 (18)
Diagonals2 (24)	 	 (25)
Ribs	 	 (31)

-Body faces begin at one end of mat.

-Are interior slats (38): (1 - parallel to edges )(2 - at an angle to edges)

Are diagonals on body faces (39): (1 - crossed)(2 parallel) t3 -

	

(4 - single)
	 at an angle)

SPECIES OF WOOD: Cleats, ribs (40) 	 	 Slats (41)

FASTENINGS (Nails, staples,
KIND OF

IN ENDS	 FASTENINGS
Slats to cleats	 (142)

Slats to battens	 (45)

Diagonals to cleats
or battens 	 (48)	 (50)

Cleats to battens	  (51)	 	 (53)	 or
Spacing	

STAPLES ASTRIDE BINDING WIRES:
In cleats or ribs: Length	 Gage	 (54)	 Spacing	 (55) 	

No. in each slat	 (56)
sing___Not in cleats or ribs: L. 	 Ga.	 (57)	 Not at each cros	 (56)

BINDING WIRES: No.	 (59) 	 Ga.	 (60)
Closure (61): (1 - ordinary twist (2 - rosette twist)(3 - plier twist)

(4 - loops)(5 -	 )

	

Spacing (62): ( 1 - equal)(2 - undqual)(3 - 	 ) End space 	 inches
REINIORCING(63): ( 0 - none)(1 - wires)(2 - straps) No. (64) 	 Size Closure

NUMBER OF PIECES PER FACET

(19)	 (20) ____(21)	 (22)	 (23)
(26) ____(27) ____(28)	 (29)	 (30)
(32) ____(33) ____(34) 	 (35)	 (36)

No. of body faces (37)

SIZE	 NO. IN EACH
LENGTH GAGE	 =OF PIECE

(410 	
(43)	

(47)
(I)

(52)_

METHOD OF PACKING MAIN ARTICLE:
TWaiigalTED- 07)0N, TO,  WITH (68)
0 None	 0 0 None	 0
1 Fastened	 1 1 Crate parts	 1
2 Supported	 2 2 Suspension strip 2
3 Held in place 3 3 Padded wood	 3
14 Held (between) 4	 strips
5 Boxed	 5 4 wood blocks	 4
6 Blocked in	 6 5 Padded wood	 5
7 Floated	 7	 blocks
8 	  8 6 Excelsior pads 6
9 	  9 7	 7

8 Corr. board pads 8
9 Excelsior, etc. 9

(69)ANCHORAGS (70) (71)WRAPPING (72)
0 None	 0 0 None	 0
1 Nails	 1 1 Corr. board	 1
2 Screws	 2 2 Kraft paper	 2
3 Nails and	 3 3 Waterproof	 3

screws	 paper
4 Bolts	 4 4 Burlap	 4
5 Wires	 5 5 Cloth, etc.	 5
6 Straps	 6 b Excelsior pads 6
7 Wood strips 7 7 	  7
8 Padded wood 8 8	 8

strips	 9 	  9
9	 9

METHOD OF PACKING DETACHED MIRROR OR PART WHEN  IN SAME CRATE--
Name of part

(73)"M"-17 ---(75)°N' TO, WITH(76) SMAAMakaiilq 1221gREIHES29.1

(Write on blank line the number of item in above columns which apply.)

lUirrors packed in individual packages must have a separate lot description.

Figure 34.--Wire-bound crate lot description -- form 2.



1'1	 I	 I
7

5

32 4

WIREBOUND OUTS -rk02. jhr lam - Form 3

Crate No. Location: Zone (48)	 Layer (49)	 Lot No.
Also show	

r,,,,
 in akeiargiWIWT----  

(50) is longest dimension of crate
in cart

0 IR Not
damaged_
in car

1 • lengthwise)(2 - acroas)(3 - vertical)

/0
8
6
4
2

De11t4 TO CRATE 	

( 53) ( 54) NATURE	 56allaaltat
00 None	 End Rbdsr face 
Edge slats 11	 12
Int. slats 13	 14
Diagonals	 15	 16

17	 18
	  19	 21

22 Cleat
23 Rib	 24 Batten
Binding wires, No.:(25 -1)
(26 - 2)(27 - 3)(28 - 4)
(29) - 5)(31 - )

32	
33 Skid
34	
35 Entire package
36 Corner
37
38 Reinforcement
39	
41

00 None
10 Broken
20 Split
30 Punctured
40 Pulled fastenings
50 Pulled from fastenings
60 Sheared from fastenings
70 Split at fastenings
80 Broken fastenings
90
01 Racked (skewed)
02 Crushed
03 morn
04 Wetted
05 Out of place
06 Lost
07 Cut by wire
08 Broken at closure
09 	

00 00 Tone
10 10 Suspension strips
20 20 Blocking
30 30 Padding
40 40 Base
50 50 Suspension straps
60 60 Anchorage
70 70 Wrapping material
80 80 Inside container
90 90 	
01 01 	
02 02
03 03
04 04
05 05 	
06 06 	
07 07
08 08
09 09

:,41y21;	 • ;

(55)TO BOX
O None 
1 Slight - weakened but not materially damaged
2 MOderate- materially damaged (contents exposed to damage)
3 Serious - affords little protection but can be repaired
4 Clete, - ought to be replaced

60 TO PACKING
0
1
2
3

(61,)PART 
O None
1 Top
2 Side
3 Front
4 Drawer
5 Legs
6 Glass
7 Mirror
8 Corner post
9

DAMAGE TO CONTENTS,

(40)NATURE 
0 None
1 Dented or bent
2 Broken ( or shattered)
3 Chipped
4 Scratched or chafed
5 Torn
6 Racked
7 Soiled or wetted
8 Split
9 Glue joint open

(63)EXTENT 
0 None
1 Value reduced but

serviceable
2 Repair necessary
3 Cost to restore value

is excessive

(64) No. of units lost
or damaged

4

Figure 35.--Wire-bound crate record of damage -- form 3.



i§51114L44.41.1
0 None
1 Brash
2 Checked
3 Cross grained
4 Decayed
5 Knotty
6 Shrunken lumber
7 Wet lumber
8

0 None
1 Too few nails
2 Nails too short
3 Too few staples
4 Staples too

short

6 	
7 	

	  8 	

WIREBOUND CRATE -- Cause of Damage -- Form 4

--^P'PARENT WEAKNESSES INFLTCING DAMAGE TO CRATE:

6211pRKMANSHIP
0 None
Fastenings:
1 In or near joint
2 In or near defect
3 Overdriven
4 Poor clinch
5 Omitted
Part too:
6 Long or wide
7 Short or narrow
8

WEAKNESSES
OBSERVED IN

L81 PACKING
0 None
1 Too loose
2 Too tight
3 Defective pack-

ing material
4
5
6
7 	
8
9

1691EAULT OR WEAKNESS IN COMMODITY
(0	 none)(1 -	 )(2 - )(3 -

CAUSES

KIND OF	 HANDLING
(70)/MRCE 12110PERATION

OF DAMAGE

ROUGH USAGE
ig) OF CRATE

CONTRIBUTING
73 CONDITIONS

0 None
1 Pressurf
2 Blow

0 None
1 In transit
2 Trucking

0 No evidence of
1 Accidental
2 Careless

0 None
1 Contents shifted

within crate
3 Drop 3 Combined 3 Intentional 2 Dunnage failure
4 Weaving Manhandles: 4 Conditions not 3 Poor stowing in car
5 Twisting 4 Packing ascertained 4 Weakened by storage
6 Sliding 5 Loading 5 Failure of adjacent
7 Shifting 6 Unloading 6 6 Car floor high
8 Catching Moving: 7 7
9 Exposure 7 In chutes 8 8

to liquids 8 On conveyors 9 9
9 Hoisting

AGENTS, EQUIPMENT, ETC. INVOLVED IN_ CAUSE OF DAUAGE

ON ail, AGAINST
	

2N, IN, AGAINST, OR BY:
(7414;4 PARTS
	 751.4a CONTENTS

	
LZCLACIATPLE	 LZZIMAqaTi.

0 None
	

0 None
	

0 None	 0 None
1 Door posts
	

1 Door strip
	

1 Rain, snow
	

1 Pillar, post
2 Floor, floor racks 2 Bulkhead

	
2 Ice (in car)
	

2 Wall
3 Wall loops, bolts 3 Nails

	
3 Condensation
	

3 Railing
4 Corner strip
	

4 Blocking
	

Leakage:
	

4 Floor
5 Bulkhead post,	 5 Decking

	
4 From car roof, 5 Conveyor part

edge or hinge
	

6 Buffing	 etc.	 6 Sling, net, or
6 Frame members
	

7. Adjacent lading
	

5 Of own	 platform
7 Roof parts
	

Between:	 contents
	

7 Lashing
8 Wall
	

8 Car part and lading 6 Of adjacent
	

8 Truck
9 Door
	

9 Parts of lading	 contents
	

9 Hand hook

(78)Disposition of damaged crate: (0 - none)(1 - recoopered)(2 - claim filed)

(79)Disposition of damaged commodity: (0	 none)(1 - repaired)(2 - claim filed)

(80) 1 Cause of damage as recorded is known. 2 Probable.

•

40
Figure 36.--Wire-bound crate cause of damage -- form 4.
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